`
El Cerrito

MEETING NOTICE AND AGENDA

Hercules

DATE & TIME:

Friday December 9, 2016, 8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

LOCATION:

City of El Cerrito, Council Chambers
10890 San Pablo Avenue (at Manila Ave)
El Cerrito, California (Accessible by AC Transit #72, #72M and #72R)

Pinole

1) Call to Order and Self-Introductions. (Sherry McCoy - Chair)
2) Public Comment. The public is welcome to address the Board on any item that is not
listed on the agenda. Please fill out a speaker card and hand it to staff.
Richmond

CONSENT CALENDAR

San Pablo

3) Minutes of October 28, 2016 Board Meeting. (Attachment; Recommended Action:
Approve)
4) Monthly Update on WCCTAC Activities. (Attachment; Recommended Action:
Information Only)

Contra Costa
County

5) Financial Reports. The reports show the Agency’s revenues and expenses for October
and November 2016. (Attachments to be provided under separate cover;
Recommended Action: Information Only)
6) Payment of Invoices over $10,000. The following payments were processed:
WSP/Parsons-Brinckerhoff: $25,056.40, $16,928.21, $25,078.50 and $13,715.62.

AC Transit

BART

7) Future Board Allocation of STMP Funds. In March 2016, the WCCTAC Board allocated
STMP funds and also directed staff to provide the Board with another opportunity to
allocate funds at the end of the year or beginning of 2017. At present, there are about
$700,000 in STMP funds available. All member agencies and potential project
sponsors have been invited to submit requests by December 31st. This item will be
brought the Board for action at the January, 2017 meeting. (Attachment; Information
Only).

WestCAT
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REGULAR AGENDA ITEMS
8) Proposal to Allocate Measure J, Program 21b Funds for John Swett Unified School
District’s (JSUSD) Student Bus Pass Program. WCCTAC and CCTA staff have met with
the JSUSD to determine how funds allocated to JSUSD under the Measure J Program
21b – Safe Transportation for Children: Low Income Student Bus Pass Program can be
used. Staff will present a recommendation for the use of these funds. (Joanna PallockWCCTAC Staff, Superintendent Robert Stockberger-JSUSD staff; Attachment;
Recommended Action: Seek Board direction).
9) High Capacity Transit Study - Draft Technical Memo 11: Alternatives Refinement, and
Draft Outreach Materials. The Consultant will make a presentation and receive any
Board feedback on Technical Memo #11, the draft online survey and information
display poster. (John Nemeth-WCCTAC Executive Director and Rebecca Kohlstrand-WSPPB Project Manager; Attachment; Recommended Action: Provide comments as needed).

STANDING ITEMS
10) Board and Staff Comments.
a. Board Member Comments, Conference/Meeting Reports (AB 1234 Requirement),
and Announcements
b. Report from CCTA Representatives (Directors Abelson & Butt)
c. Executive Director’s Report
11) Other Business.
12) General Information Items.
a. Letter to CCTA Executive Director with September 23, 2016 Summary of Board
Actions
b. Acronym List

CLOSED SESSION
13) Public Employee Performance Evaluation
(Pursuant to Gov. Code § 54957)
Title: Executive Director
14) Conference with Labor Negotiators
(Pursuant to Gov. Code § 54957.6)
Agency designated representative(s): Chair McCoy and Vice-Chair Abelson
Unrepresented employee: Executive Director, John Nemeth
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RETURN TO OPEN SESSION
15) Report out from Closed Session
16) Adjourn. Next meeting is: January 27, 2017 @ 8:00 a.m.
in the El Cerrito City Hall Council Chambers,
located at 10890 San Pablo Avenue, El Cerrito

 In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, if you need special
assistance to participate in the WCCTAC Board meeting, or if you need a copy of the agenda
and/or agenda packet materials in an alternative format, please contact Valerie Jenkins at
510.210.5930 prior to the meeting.
 If you have special transportation requirements and would like to attend the meeting,
please call the phone number above at least 48 hours in advance to make arrangements.
 Handouts provided at the meeting are available upon request and may also be viewed at
WCCTAC’s offices.
 Please refrain from wearing scented products to the meeting, as there may be attendees
susceptible to environmental illnesses. Please also put cellular phones on silent mode
during the meeting.
 A meeting sign-in sheet will be circulated at the meeting. Sign-in is optional.
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West Contra Costa Transportation Advisory Committee
Board of Directors Meeting
Meeting Minutes:
October 28, 2016
MEMBERS PRESENT: Sherry McCoy, Chair (Hercules); Janet Abelson, Vice-Chair (El Cerrito);
Tom Butt, (Richmond); Gayle McLaughlin (Richmond); Roy Swearingen (Pinole); Cecilia
Valdez (San Pablo); Zakhary Mallett (BART); Chris Peeples (AC Transit); Vinay Pimplé
(Richmond), Joe Wallace ( AC Transit); Maureen Powers (WestCat)
STAFF PRESENT: John Nemeth, Joanna Pallock, Valerie Jenkins, Leah Greenblat, Danelle
Carey, Kris Kokotaylo (legal counsel)
ACTIONS LISTED BY: Valerie Jenkins
Meeting Called to Order: 8:05am
Meeting Adjourned: 10:04am
Public Comment: Dave Campbell (Bike East Bay), suggested that there should be a study
exploring the differences between business commuters and all day travelers. He also urged
the public to get involved and spread the word about Measure X.
Consent Calendar: Motion by Director Swearingen, seconded by Director Butt; AbstainDirector Peeples; motion passed.
3. Minutes of the September 23, 2016 Board Meeting
4. Monthly Update on WCCTAC Activities.
5. Financial Reports for September 2016.
6. Payment of Invoices over $10,000. None
ITEM/DISCUSSION

ACTION

Item #13
WCCTAC Board of Directors Rules and
Procedures

Information Only
Kris Kokotaylo (of Meyers-Nave) provided an
overview and answered questions regarding the
WCCTAC Board of Directors Rules and
Procedures that were adopted at the September
23, 2016 Board meeting.

Item #14
West County High Capacity Transit Study
(HCTS)-Ridership Modeling and Online
Survey

Rebecca Kohlstrand (WSP Project Manager)
provided information and sought input from the
Board on ridership modeling and upcoming
public outreach for the HCTS. This included a
revised approach to ridership modelling from the
one approved by the Board at the September 23,
2016 meeting.
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Motion by Director Mallett to move forward with
staff recommendations; seconded by Director
Peeples; motion passed unanimously.
Item #15
Regional Intermodal Transit Center (RITC) in
Hercules

Information Only
Mike Roberts, Public Works Director from the
City of Hercules, provided an update on the
development of the Regional Intermodal Transit
Center in Hercules. Information Only.

Item #19
Public Employee Performance December 9,
Evaluation

Deferred to next WCCTAC Board Meeting on
December 9, 2016

Item #20
Conference with Labor Negotiators

Deferred to next WCCTAC Board Meeting on
2016
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TO:

WCCTAC Board

DATE: December 9, 2016

FR:

John Nemeth, Executive Director

RE:

Monthly Update on WCCTAC Activities – November 2016

511 Contra Costa Commute Video

A 30-second video for 511 Contra Costa has been completed with the help of Randell Iwasaki,
CCTA’s Executive Director, who contributed to the voice-over. The video outlines carpool,
vanpool, bus, train, ferry, bicycling, and walking options in Contra Costa to create awareness
about options that can reduce congestion and pollution in the county. It is also intended to
educate travelers on the specific mapping, scheduling, and commuter program tools that are
currently available.
The video will be shared via social media, and used in advertising. It can be viewed on the
home page of www.511contracosta.org.
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Riverside Pedestrian Overcrossing
Interstate 80 was closed between San Pablo Avenue and San Pablo Dam Road on November 5th
and 6th, from 11pm to 7am to allow for the removal of the old Riverside pedestrian crossing.
Crews were able to successfully remove the crossing during that narrow evening window of
time. Subsequently in November, ramps and abutments on either side of the interstate were
demolished, as well. This work marks another step in the first phase of I-80/San Pablo Dam Rd.
Interchange project.

STMP Nexus Study Request for Proposals
At its October meeting, the WCCTAC Board authorized the release of a Request for Proposals
(RFP) for an update to WCCTAC's Subregional Transportation Mitigation Program (STMP)
including a nexus study, strategic expenditure plan, and model documents. The RFP was
formally released shortly after the meeting at the end of October. Proposals from interested
parties are due at noon on Thursday, December 15, 2016. Additional information can be found
at WCCTAC’s website at http://www.wcctac.org/ under the “opportunities” section.

West County Accessible Transportation Study
A kickoff meeting for the West County Accessible Transportation Study was held in the WCCTAC
office on November 18, 2016. The meeting provided an opportunity for staff its consultant,
Nelson Nygaard, to refine the scope of work and to discuss next steps. Staff from MTC
participated as well to support coordination within West County and to support coordination in
Contra Costa County generally. To gather information and feedback, WCCTAC staff will soon
meet with local jurisdictional staff, particularly those who provide Measure J-funded senior and
disabled services. The Board will be provided with updates on this study at future meetings.
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Richmond BART - Nevin Avenue Improvements

Work is progressing on the improvements to the Richmond BART Station entrance at Nevin
Avenue. The project includes the demolition of existing stairs, ramps and retaining walls,
followed by reconstruction of new retaining walls, ramps, stairs, a canopy, a new elevator and a
pedestrian plaza. The photograph above shows the foundation and framing for the new
elevator.

Text-your-Commute Challenge Results
From October 3-24, 2016, 511 Contra Costa encouraged commuters
to track and text their clean trips to/from work as a part of the 2016
“Text-your-Commute” Challenge. This was the first countywide
challenge using text technology. It included 303 participants, logging
6,004 clean trips representing 103,598 miles overall. The mode split
reported are as follows; 35% carpool, 5% vanpool, 16% walk, 10% bike
and 55% public transportation. There were many lessons learned
from this challenge, which the TDM program plans to utilize in
preparation for an evern more successful 2017 countywide effort.
Additionally, information gained from the challenge will be used to
tailor the TDM Program’s approach to future programming and
incentives.
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Adapting to Rising Tides in Hercules
On November 16, 2016, a working group of
the Contra Costa Adapting to Rising Tides
(ART) effort met in Hercules. Following the
meeting, City Manager, David Biggs, and
Planning Director, Holly Smyth, provided a
tour of development activities near the
Hercules waterfront including: the new
John Muir Parkway extension, the new
Bayfront Bridge, and the Refugio Creek
wetlands restoration project. City
Manager Biggs also highlighted plans for
the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center rail
and ferry stop, as well planned transitoriented development
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TO:

WCCTAC Board

FR:

John Nemeth, Executive Director

RE:

Future Board Allocation of STMP Funds

DATE: December 9, 2016

REQUESTED ACTION
Information Only.
DISCUSSION
At its March 2016 meeting, the WCCTAC Board allocated $1,847,000 in STMP funds to
three projects, as follows:
1) $300,000 to El Cerrito for Ohlone Greenway improvements at Del Norte BART.
2) $547,000 to Richmond for BART Station improvements.
3) $1,000,000 to Hercules for the Path to Transit phase of the Regional Intermodal

Transit Center (RITC) project.
The Board also provided additional direction to staff, including that:


Staff should consider providing the Board with another opportunity to allocate
STMP funds at the end of 2016 or beginning of 2017, subject to fund availability.



Two projects that did not receive funding in March should be given special
consideration in a future funding round, including the: 1) I-80/San Pablo Dam
Road Interchange project’s construction contingency and 2) the BART Del Norte
Station Access Improvement project.

At present, there are approximately $690,000 in the WCCTAC STMP account, excluding
funds that have been set aside for the upcoming Nexus Study and Strategic Plan.
CCTA staff have notified WCCTAC that additional contingency funds will be needed for the
I-80/San Pablo Dam Road Interchange project, and have requested $700,000. To ensure
that the WCCTAC Board does not view this request in isolation, WCCTAC staff have asked
all member agencies and other potential project sponsors to submit any new STMP
funding requests by December 31, 2016.
WCCTAC staff will review all STMP requests and assess them based on the criteria
established by the TAC in March 2016. The TAC, at its January 12, 2017 meeting, will
then develop a formal recommendation to the WCCTAC Board, which the Board will
consider at its January 27, 2017 meeting.
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TO:

WCCTAC Board

DATE: December 9, 2016

FR:

Joanna Pallock, Project Manager

RE:

Proposal to Allocate Measure J, Program 21b Funds for John Swett Unified School
District’s (JSUSD) Low-Income Student Bus Program

REQUESTED ACTION
Approve staff proposal on the use of Measure J, Program 21b funds for the John Swett
Unified School District (JSUSD).
DISCUSSION
Background on Measure J, 21b
Measure J Program 21b is designed to serve low-income students in West County. The
specific language in the Expenditure Plan is as follows:
21b Safe Transportation for Children: Low Income Student Bus pass
Program: Establishment and operation of a program to expand the subsidy
for bus transit fares for low-income students.
There are two school districts in West County: West Contra Costa Unified School District
(WCCUSD) and the John Swett Unified School District (JSUSD). Measure J, 21b funds are
set aside for both subareas. WCCUDS receives 95% of the funds, while JSUSD is
programmed 5%, based on student population.
WCCUSD has had a program for low income WCCUSD students since 2009 and has been
making use of Measure J, 21b funds. The WCCUSD program purchases AC Transit and
WestCAT bus passes each month and mails them to students.
JSUSD has a yellow school bus service for all students. In the past there have been
discussions about ways use Measure J, 21b funds to specifically benefit low income
students, but no program has yet been established. A combination of factors have
delayed the implementation of a program, including: the universality of yellow school bus
which is not focused solely on low income students, the relatively small amount of money
pooled in Measure J, 21b for the JSUSD, and the fact that until FY14-15, JSUSD bus
operations were covered by State funds and the fare recovery.
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Since 2009, however, JSUSD’s reserve in Program 21b has grown to $184,489, with
roughly $31,000 now coming in annually. Attachment A shows the amount that accrued
since 2009 and the amount estimated through the life of Measure J, ending in 2034.
Given this growing funding source and the now greater need for these funds, the JSUSD,
WCCTAC and CCTA staff have been meeting to find a way for the funds to be used.
Profile of JSUSD Student Population
JSUSD is a small District. There are a total of 1,733 K-12 students served by one
elementary school, one middle school, one high school, and one alternative high school.
Seventy percent of the student population is low income. 564 students (33%) use the
District provided school bus service. Eighty-three percent of the bus riders are defined as
qualifying for “free” lunch. Another seven percent qualify as “reduced” lunch. The
remaining eight percent are full fare students. Table 1 below shows the breakdown of
riders by fare type. This data was provided by JSUSD at the request of WCCTAC staff.
Table 1 - JSUSD K-12 Bus Fare Structure
Annual “Free”
Fare
Annual Out-of-Pocket
$0
Fare for Students
Grade by Fare Type
TK-5: 236
Middle: 95
High: 142
Total Number of
Students by Fare Type

Annual “Reduced”
Fare
$175
TK-5: 11
Middle: 13
High: 19

473

43

Annual Full Fare
$325
TK-5: 15
Middle: 12
High: 21
48

JSUSD Yellow Bus Service Operating Costs
Table 2 below shows how the JSUSD bus service is currently funded. JSUSD spent
$309,446 in FY 15-16 to cover their contracted bus service agreement with their
contractor, First Student. The combination of fares, a State subsidy, and District general
funds covered this annual cost.
Table 2 – Annual Cost for Operating Bus Service by Funding Source
Year

Student
Revenues
from Fares

State
Share/Apportionments

FY15-16
FY14-15
FY13-14
FY12-13

$19,263
$17,640
$20,985
$20,616

$213,448
$213,448
$213,448
$213,448

TOTAL Home to
School
Transportation
Cost
$309,446
$337,252
$175,254
$173,315

JSUSD District Payout
for Home to School
Transportation
-$76,735
-$106,164
N/A
N/A
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Staff Proposal for Measure J 21b Funds for JSUSD
Discussions with the JSUSD Administration led to the development of program options,
and WCCTAC and CCTA staff presented these options to the full JSUSD Board in
November 2016. The JSUSD Board directed Superintendent Stockberger to pursue an
option that allows for reserve funds and upcoming annual allocations to be applied to the
cost of providing fare discounts to “free” and “reduced” lunch students, which are
currently being covered by the school’s general fund.
As a result, staff’s proposal is to first use Measure J, 21b funds to cover the annual fare
for “reduced” lunch students. There are currently 43 of these students who each pay
$175 per year. This change would eliminate out-of-pocket expenses for those students,
as it is expected that JSUSD would no longer charge them an annual fare. This change will
only require a small share of the available Measure J, 21b funds ($7,525 per year as of
now).
The bulk of the Measure J, 21b funds could be used to cover the fare discount that JSUSD
uses to assist both “reduced” and “free” lunch students. The discount is the difference
between what regular income students are charged and what low income students are
charged. For the “reduced” students, the discount is $175 annually per student, while for
“free” students, it is $325. The total discount is currently $161,250 and exceed the
amount of available Measure J funds. WCCTAC/CCTA would provide whatever Measure J,
21b funds are available, even if they don’t fully cover this gap.
The existing reserve is proposed to be reduced at a rate of $30,000 per year which would
spend it down to zero over the next six years. When added to the incoming $30,000+ of
new funds each year, the JSUSD would receive roughly $60,000 per year over the next six
years. In year 2022, when the reserve is tapped, the incoming amount of Measure J funds
is projected to be $40,000. Hopefully by then, there will be a new source of funding
available. Otherwise, the JSUSD will need to add back some general fund contribution.
Attachment:
A: Measure J Program 21b Proceeds for JSUSD
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Attachment A: Measure J Program 21b Proceeds for JSUSD

FY Ending
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

Total Transportation Sales
Tax Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

61,527,225
65,060,205
68,728,259
74,797,783
75,898,529
79,454,678
83,467,877
84,872,000
92,399,000
96,066,000
99,879,000
103,717,000
107,575,000
111,576,000
115,726,000
120,030,000
124,496,000
129,127,000
133,929,000
138,911,000
144,078,000
149,402,000
154,883,000
160,567,000
124,844,000

actual
actual
actual
actual
actual
actual
actual
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection
projection

West County
Program 21 Revenue
(.725% of Total)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

446,072
471,686
498,280
542,284
550,264
576,046
605,142
615,322
669,893
696,479
724,123
751,948
779,919
808,926
839,014
870,218
902,596
936,171
970,985
1,007,105
1,044,566
1,083,165
1,122,902
1,164,111
905,119

JSUSD Share
(5% of program)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,304
23,584
24,914
27,114
27,513
28,802
30,257
30,766
33,495
34,824
36,206
37,597
38,996
40,446
41,951
43,511
45,130
46,809
48,549
50,355
52,228
54,158
56,145
58,206
45,256

Cumulative Balance
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,304
45,888
70,802
97,916
125,429
154,232
184,489
215,255
248,750
283,573
319,780
357,377
396,373
436,819
478,770
522,281
567,411
614,219
662,768
713,124
765,352
819,510
875,655
933,861
979,117
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TO:

WCCTAC Board

DATE: December 9, 2016

FR:

Leah Greenblat, Project Manager

RE:

High Capacity Transit Study - Draft Technical Memo 11: Alternatives
Refinement and outreach materials

REQUESTED ACTION
Receive presentation and review 1) Draft Technical Memo 11: Alternatives Refinement;
2) Draft Round 2 Online Survey questions and 3) Draft information display poster.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
Technical Memo 11: Alternatives Refinement
The consultant team prepared, and the TAC reviewed, draft Technical Memo 11: Alternatives
Refinement, which is attached. In this memo, the five alternatives previously selected by the
WCCTAC Board for advancement, are developed further. A next step in the process will be to
evaluate these conceptual alternatives based on projected ridership, speed and reliability;
access and connectivity; cost and efficiency, community issues, and feasibility. The
consultant will return at an upcoming Board meeting with this analysis.
Round 2 Outreach Overview
Following the completion of the evaluation phase, the second round of outreach will begin.
As you may recall, in lieu of another round of public workshops, this outreach phase is
focused on bringing the study to the public at pre-existing forums. Beginning in mid-February
and continuing to late March, the consultant will be making a series of presentations at six
council meetings in West County. Additionally during this timeframe, information display
boards placed at select locations in each jurisdiction will alert the public about the study and
encourage attendance at the council meetings and participation in a second online survey.
To further promote the council meetings and the online survey, the consultant team will
prepare an announcement that agencies and individuals can share with their constituencies.
Round 2 Online Survey
At the Board’s and TAC’s November meetings, staff requested input on topics they wanted
the survey to ask about. As follow-up, the Board requested a copy of the Round 1 online
survey, which staff provided via email after the meeting and is available online
(http://westcountytransitstudy.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/WCCTAC-April-2016Public-Outreach-Summary-Report.pdf). The consultant took the input provided and
developed the draft survey, attached. At the December Board meeting, the consultant seeks
your input on the survey. Following the meeting, a final version of the survey will be
developed, translated into Spanish and Chinese and posted-online.
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Information Display Poster
To complement the six presentations at council meetings, each jurisdiction will have several
information display posters, which may be posted at public locations such as libraries,
community centers and government offices. TAC members have agreed to arrange for the
posters’ display between mid-February and late-March. The display posters are intended to
be stand-alone informational pieces that are eye-catching, explain the study and the
alternatives, and encourage participation in the online survey and attendance at the
presentations. At its November meeting, the WCCTAC TAC reviewed a draft display posters
that was subsequently updated and will be presented at the Board’s December meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
A: Draft Technical Memo 11
B: Draft Round 2 Online Survey
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West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study
DRAFT TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM #11
Alternatives Refinement

November 2016

With
Kimley-Horn
WCCTAC
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AC Transit

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District

Alameda CTC

Alameda County Transportation Commission

BART

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District

BNSF

Burlington Northern Santa Fe

BRT

bus rapid transit

CCTA

Contra Costa Transportation Authority

EIR

environmental impact report

EIS

environmental impact statement

FTA

Federal Transit Administration

HCT

high-capacity transit

HOVs

high-occupancy vehicles (also known as carpools)

I-580

Interstate 580

I-80

Interstate 80

MTC

Metropolitan Transportation Commission

PSR

Project Study Report

ROW

right-of-way

RPTC

Richmond Parkway Transit Center

SR-4

State Route 4

TBM

tunnel boring machine

UPRR

Union Pacific Railroad

WCCTAC

West Contra Costa Transportation Advisory Committee

WestCAT

Western Contra Costa Transit Authority Transit Service
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In an effort to reduce congestion and plan for future growth, the Western Contra Costa HighCapacity Transit (HCT) Study is evaluating options for major transit investments along I-80
corridor. The Study is focused on rapid and direct services that can attract new riders among
the 250,000 residents and provide a viable and competitive alternative to driving. The ultimate
goal of the HCT Study is to identify, evaluate and refine projects to improve high-capacity
transit in West County, expand alternatives to driving on congested streets and highways, and
improve regional air quality and quality of life. The HCT Study is jointly funded by CCTA, BART,
MTC and WCCTAC, who is also managing the planning study.
Findings from past studies and an analysis of key demographic and transportation factors
informed the development of goals and objectives early in the study process. A set of
evaluation criteria was also established to screen the conceptual alternatives. A market analysis
was performed to identify the key transit corridors for their transit sensitivities and potential
for future growth. Finally, public Input from the study’s outreach process and agency and
stakeholder consultations helped shape the development and refinement of these alternatives.
Refinements to the five conceptual alternatives are presented in this Task 11 Technical
Memorandum. These conceptual alternatives include express bus on I-80, arterial-based bus
rapid transit (BRT) on San Pablo Avenue and 23rd Street, short- and mid-term improvements on
UPRR commuter rail, and a BART extension from Richmond. For the express bus alternative,
additional detail is provided for operational enhancements and transit-supportive facilities,
including expanded operations to Alameda County and direct access improvements at two
existing transit centers and a potential new express bus-BRT transit center. Refinements of the
two BRT alternatives include progressive implementation of bus-priority treatments, including
those associated with Rapid Bus service (e.g., transit signal priority, queue jumps) and those
related to full-fledged BRT service (e.g., level boarding, dedicated bus lanes). Analysis of the
commuter rail alternative honed in on providing fare subsidies on existing Amtrak/Capitol
Corridor service to and from select origins and destinations and on efforts to complete the
Hercules Intermodal Transit Center. Refinement of the BART alternative included examination
of two potential alignments that would extend north from the Richmond station and operate to
the Hercules Transit Center – either via Richmond Parkway or via Rumrill Boulevard – with
various intermediate stations.
The refinements for each mode varied in their scope, intensity and cost, but all five alternatives
were organized by the same three implementation timeframes: short-term being 1 to 5 years,
medium-term being 5 to 15 years, and long-term improvements that are more than 15 years.
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The refinements presented in this memorandum provide preliminary descriptions of potential
transit investments in the study area. Additional design detail of these concepts will be
prepared and studied at subsequent stages of project development with direction from the
WCCTAC Board and staff.
The next steps of the study will include modeling of potential transit ridership for the
alternatives that will move forward in the next phase of evaluation. Refinement of preliminary
cost estimates and identification of potential funding options will also be performed on the
refined set of alternatives. A second tier of screening would be conducted using the results of
ridership modeling, cost estimation, and funding assessment, as well as, input from agency and
key stakeholders. The final recommendation and a financial strategy for implementation will be
developed in the spring of 2017.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Transportation Setting
West Contra Costa County is a sub-region within the Bay Area set between the San Francisco
Bay and the East Bay hills. West Contra Costa Transportation Advisory Committee (WCCTAC) is
responsible for transportation planning for the sub-region and one of four regional
transportation planning committees in Contra Costa County, representing the West Contra
Costa sub-area. These four committees were created in 1988 to guide transportation projects
and programs included in the Measure C half-cent, transportation sal es tax approved by Contra
Costa voters. Measure C was succeeded by Measure J in 2004.
Transportation on Interstate 80 (I‐80), the primary vehicular route running north-south through
this sub-region, has major regional significance to Bay Area travelers. It is frequently one of the
most congested freeway corridors in the region and often the most congested.1 San Pablo
Avenue, the former Highway 40, is a major arterial that runs roughly parallel and functions as a
possible alternative to I-80 in some sections. It links each jurisdiction in West Contra Costa and
is a key commercial thoroughfare for the sub-region. Interstate 580 (I-580), running
perpendicular to I-80, connects travelers west to and from Marin County across the RichmondSan Rafael Bridge to I-80, and continues east through Alameda County and beyond.
Traffic is routinely congested during peak
commute hours in the peak direction, as well
as during off-peak hours and weekends when
it is congested in both directions. Preliminary
estimates indicate that work trips on the I-80
corridor are expected to increase by
approximately 23 percent by 2040. Most
trips originate from Richmond, San Pablo,
Pinole, and Hercules and the three most
frequently traveled destination zones
external to the Study Area are
Berkeley/Emeryville, Northeast San
Francisco, and Oakland/Piedmont.2

1

2

“Bay Area’s Worst Commute is Westbound I-80” –
San Francisco Chronicle, December 17, 2015

MTC, Vital Signs, December 2015, http://mtc.ca.gov/whats-happening/news/fresh-data-bay-areas-vital-signsinclude-new-top-10-list-freeway-congestion
West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #7, Travel Markets, January 2016,
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and Kittelson & Associates.
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The study area encompasses West
Contra Costa County (West County)
What are superdistricts?
from the southern boundary at the
Traffic analysis zones (TAZs) are the basic geographic unit
Alameda County line north to the
used in transportation planning. Superdistricts are TAZs
that have been grouped that share common
Carquinez Bridge and Solano County
characteristics and geographical boundaries.
line. The study area essentially
There are 34 superdistricts in the nine-county Bay Area,
encompasses the Metropolitan
which are used in the analysis of sub-county demographic
Transportation Commission’s (MTC)
and travel forecasts.
Superdistrict 20, which includes the
cities of El Cerrito, Hercules, Pinole,
Richmond, and San Pablo and the unincorporated communities of Crockett, El Sobrante, and
Rodeo.
Figure 1-1 displays a map of the core Study Area, which includes I-80, I-580, and State Route
(SR-4), as well as major surface streets, including San Pablo Avenue and Richmond Parkway.
Figure 1-1:

Study Area

Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff and Kimley-Horn, 2015
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1.2 Purpose of the Study
WCCTAC is conducting the West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study to review multimodal
high-capacity transit options for reducing congestion and to plan for future growth, with
consideration of costs and funding opportunities. High-capacity transit (HCT) pro vides
substantially higher levels of passenger capacity with typically fewer stops, higher speeds, and
more-frequent service than community-based or local public bus services.
The purpose of this study is to identify and
evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of HCT
options in West County for WCCTAC’s
consideration. Central to the study purpose is
providing WCCTAC with the analyses necessary
to determine and advance the most promising
HCT alternative(s).

Why do we need this study?
Interstate 80 is one of the most congested
corridors in the Bay Area, and the Richmond
BART line often reaches full capacity during
commute hours.

Since its inception in 1988, WCCTAC’s policy goals have called for facilitating the use of transit,
encouraging transit projects aimed at congestion relief, and participating in studies focused on
transit capital investments. West County action plans since that time have included
consideration and prioritization of transit improvements such as express bus expansion, ferry
implementation, a BART extension, and other types of rail improvements. For example, the
most recent 2014 Action Plan called for participation in a study of HCT options in the I-80
corridor.3
The investment strategy outlined by this study will position WCCTAC to be competitive for
transportation funds within the county and to leverage outside funding sources. The transit
capital investments will also benefit a wide range of people and trip types in West County.

1.3 Purpose of this Technical Memorandum
Numerous studies have identified the benefits of major West County transit enhancements mobility, traffic congestion relief, development strategies and environmental improvements - and
have proposed strategies to implement these enhancements. While a few of these studies have
resulted in projects, such as the planned Richmond ferry service and express bus service expansion,
most have not led to major transit investments. A market analysis was conducted as part of this
study to identify the corridors that are the most suitable for future transit investments based on a
transit suitability matrix and how well they link to the demand for travel to and from the study

3

Item #46 of the 2014 West County Action Plan.
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area.4 The most promising conceptual HCT alternatives to meet this market demand were then
identified and evaluated.5 The study team subsequently received guidance from the WCCTAC
Board to advance five of the eight conceptual alternatives. (See Table 1-1.)
Table 1-1:

West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Alternatives

Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

The purpose of this technical memorandum is to present refinements to these five conceptual
alternatives that would meet the study’s purpose. The alternatives include freeway-based
express bus, arterial-based bus rapid transit (BRT), commuter rail, and a BART extension. The
refinements for each mode vary, but a common time horizon for project development and/or
implementation is used:




4

5

Short-term improvements - 1 to 5 years
Medium-term improvements - 5 to 15 years
Long-term improvements - more than 15 years

West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #7, Travel Markets, January 2016,
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and Kittelson & Associates.
West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #8, Preliminary Alternatives, January
2016, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and RL Banks.
West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #10, Preliminary Evaluation and
Screening, May 2016, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and MLee Corporation.
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As part of the alternatives refinement task, meetings were held with AC Transit, BART, and
WestCAT staff to present preliminary ideas and receive feedback from each operator. Meetings
were also held with local jurisdictions and the WCCTAC Study Management Group (SMG) and
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to review the proposed refinements to alternatives.
For the three bus alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 and 3), short-term improvements would include
operational adjustment (e.g., more-frequent bus service and new destinations) and lower-cost
capital investments (e.g., transit signal priority) to provide immediate benefits where possible.
Longer-term improvements would include incremental deployment of more capital-intensive
changes, such as improved park-and-ride lots for Alternative 1: Express Bus and further
implementation of BRT features, such as bus-only lanes (Alternatives 2 and 3).
For Alternative 4: UPRR Commuter Rail, WCCTAC Board focused on improvements that would
optimize the existing Capitol Corridor rail service on the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) right-ofway (ROW), including potential fare subsidies for select trips beginning or ending in West
County. The WCCTAC Board also supported the completion of the Hercules Intermodal Transit
Center to provide another commuter rail gateway to and from West County.
The refined Alternative 6: BART Extension from Richmond would extend BART service from the
Richmond station to the Hercules Transit Center. Alignments along Richmond Parkway and
Rumrill Boulevard were identified with variants on station location and the I-80 corridor
alignment. Potential stations were located at transit hubs supporting major activity centers and
at locations with easy freeway access where possible. Station pairs were identified for the
Richmond Parkway and Rumrill Boulevard alignments that were evenly spaced and
approximately 2 to 3 miles apart to distribute the benefits of BART access along the corridor.
The refined alternatives provide preliminary descriptions of potential transit investments for
HCT in West County. The concepts offer a basis for further discussion and engineering design at
subsequent stages of project development and environmental review under the guidance of
the WCCTAC Board, staff, and stakeholders.
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2 ALTERNATIVE 1: EXPRESS BUS ON I-80
2.1 Alignment Description
The preliminary Alternative 1: Express Bus included freeway-flyer express service operations on
both I-580 and I-80 in West County, converging in Albany in Alameda County.6 The WCCTAC
Board recommended advancing the I-80 portion of this concept, increasing service to San
Francisco, as well as introducing new service to destinations in Alameda County. For the
proposed Alameda County service, trips would originate in the morning at the Hercules Transit
Center and provide express service to Berkeley, Emeryville, and Oakland, with intermediate
stops in West County at the Richmond Parkway Transit Center and at a potential new Express
Bus-BRT transit center at Macdonald Avenue and I-80 in Richmond. The refined alternative is
shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2.

2.2

Phasing

Proposed phasing for Alternative 1 would include a combination of operational and capital
improvements. Service frequency could increase in the near-term to San Francisco and new
service introduced to East Bay destinations, while more capital-intensive investments, such as
expansion or construction of park-and-ride lots, could be completed as funding becomes
available.

2.2.1 Short-term Improvements (1-5 years)
2.2.1.1 Service Frequency
Increasing the frequency and availability of express bus service could make it a more attractive
alternative to the automobile, with the potential for reducing the number of cars on I-80,
especially during commute hours. If demand warrants, peak period frequencies of 10 to 12
minutes throughout peak hours (an increase of the current 15 minute plus frequencies during
peak hours) would allow drivers to shift to express buses without experiencing a significant
auto-to-transit transfer penalty. Transit-preferential treatments, including queue jump signals
and lanes and transit-priority signals on local roadways and freeways, would improve express
bus performance. Once on the freeway, express service travel times would be competitive with
the auto if operating with limited or no stops.

6

West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #8, Preliminary Alternatives, January
2016, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and RL Banks.
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Figure 2-1:

Refined Alternative 1: Express Bus Service – Service in West County

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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Figure 2-2:

Refined Alternative 1: Express Bus Service – Service in Alameda County

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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These short-term improvements related to increased frequency and transit-priority
improvements are proposed for express bus service into San Francisco and connecting to BART.
Increasing frequencies to 10 minutes during the morning and afternoon peak period on
WestCAT’s existing Route J and Lynx service and AC Transit’s transbay Route L would provide
greater commute options. 7 Currently, WestCAT’s Express routes JL and JR serve Rodeo,
Hercules, San Pablo, Tara Hills, Pinole, and Richmond along I-80 to the El Cerrito del Norte BART
station at 20- to 30-minute frequencies during peak periods. Its Express lines JX and JPX
transport riders between neighborhoods in Hercules, Pinole, and Richmond and the El Cerrito
del Norte BART station at 15-minute frequencies during peak periods. WestCAT’s transbay Lynx
route operates between Rodeo, Hercules, and downtown San Francisco at a 15-minute
frequency during peak periods. AC Transit’s transbay Route L serves the Richmond and San
Pablo areas and a portion of El Sobrante during peak periods with frequencies that generally
range from 15 to 30 minutes, with a couple of runs having a spacing of 7 to 10 minutes apart.
2.2.1.2 Service to Alameda County
Travel trends show a growing market potential for express buses serving major East Bay
employment centers.8 The market analysis identified Berkeley, Emeryville, and Oakland as
major destinations that lack fast, high-capacity bus connections from West County.
BART provides direct service to and from West County to the East Bay on the RichmondFremont and Richmond-San Francisco lines, but BART is reaching its capacity during peak
periods. Current transit service requires transfers for most trips to these proposed East Bay
destinations. For example, someone travelling from Hercules, Pinole, or San Pablo to an
Alameda County location not close to a BART station would need to drive or take a bus to the El
Cerrito del Norte BART station, ride BART to an Alameda County station, and then take another
bus to their final destination. This can be a long trip requiring multiple transfers and fare
payment. People often see transfers as an inconvenience (often referred to as a “transfer
penalty”), and this lack of direct service from northern West County can deter people from
using transit and turn to driving. BART service also has more limited potential to divert auto
travelers from I-80 in West County as access to BART parking areas requires leaving the freeway
and using local, typically congested, streets. BART parking is fee-based ($3.00 for parking at
BART stations in West County) and often at capacity. Alternatively, express bus service would

7

8

Average daily ridership for these express bus lines are as follows (for 2014 calendar year): WestCat Lynx: 1000
passengers; WestCAT Routes J, JX, JPX: 2400 passengers (combined); and AC Transit Route L: 648 passengers.
(Source: West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #5, Existing and Planned
Network, January 2016, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and RL Banks)
West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #7, Travel Markets, January 2016,
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and Kittelson & Associates.
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offer a direct “one-seat ride” from home to work (and vice versa), eliminating the transfer and
fare penalties.

How does a queue jump work?
Queue jumps consist of a queue jump lane and an early green light for buses to “jump” the queue. As
shown in the illustration below, buses in the queue jump lane are given a green light while autos are
stopped at a red light. This head start for the bus can improve bus reliability by allowing buses to
move ahead of traffic at congested intersections.

Source: Ontario, Ministry of Transportation, Transit-Supportive Guidelines

Refinement of this alternative focused on expanding express bus service to major Alameda
County destinations (see Figure 2-2). South of the El Cerrito, service on I-80 would branch to
three destinations in Alameda County: Berkeley, Emeryville, and Oakland. The stops in Alameda
County described below and shown in Figure 2-2 are preliminary and may be modified as
coordination with communities and operators progresses in future studies.


Express Bus Service between West County and Downtown Berkeley. The Berkeley line
would exit I-80 and follow University Avenue and Shattuck Avenue to the Downtown
Berkeley BART station near the University of California, Berkeley campus. Intermediate
stops would be provided at major commercial cross streets and employment centers
including 6th Street, San Pablo Avenue, and Martin Luther King Jr. Way. This line could take
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advantage of multimodal improvements on University Avenue proposed by Alameda
County Transportation Commission (Alameda CTC) and AC Transit.


Express Bus Service between West County and Emeryville and Oakland. This line would
exit I-80 at Ashby Avenue to serve express bus stop locations in Emeryville and Oakland,
including 7th Street and Ashby Avenue, Hollis and Powell Streets, Hollis and 40th Streets,
40th Street and San Pablo Avenue, and the MacArthur BART station. These locations include
several employers and commercial corridors.



Express Bus Service between West County and Downtown Oakland/Jack London Square.
This line would exit I-80 at Grand Avenue and operate on this street to downtown Oakland
with routing on San Pablo Avenue to 20th Street, Broadway, and then Embarcadero for its
terminus at the Jack London Square Amtrak station. Other stops on this line would include
the Uptown Transit Center/19th Street BART station and the 12th Street BART station in
downtown Oakland, where major employers are located, including the City of Oakland
government offices. This line could take advantage of bus lane upgrades on Grand Avenue
envisioned by MTC and AC Transit.

2.2.2 Medium-term Improvements (5-15 years)
Medium-term improvements for Alternative 1 would include expanding two existing park-andride facilities along I-80 to meet anticipated demand from expanded express bus service.
Changes would also be geared toward more capital-intensive improvements to improve
circulation for transit vehicles so that buses can enter and exit the facilities with the least
amount of delay and turning movements as well as for passengers so that they can travel
between the buses and their cars or bicycles safely and efficiently. Such improvements would
require more intensive studies, design, and funding than those proposed for the short-term
horizon above and are thus envisioned for the medium-term.
Expanded Park-and-Ride Lot at Hercules Transit Center
The Hercules Transit Center, located on Willow Avenue near the interchange of I-80 and SR-4 in
Hercules, is owned by BART and managed by the City of Hercules. It includes a park-and-ride
facility with 422 parking spaces9 and 16 lockers and 8 bicycle rack parking spaces.10 Several
WestCAT routes, including the Lynx express bus service, use this transit center. Improvements
to this facility could include:

9
10

WestCAT, www.westcat.org/schedules/transitcentres.html
511.org, www.511contracosta.org/wp-content/uploads/2011_Commuter_Handbook/11-Park-RideLocations.pdf
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Expansion of parking by constructing a parking structure on the northern half of the
surface parking area. The potential multi-level garage is tentatively projected to increase
the existing park-and-ride capacity. Some existing surface parking would be expanded while
some would be displaced. The preliminary proposal assumes an appropriate doubling of the
current capacity. Ridership modeling will provide further information on the anticipated
demand. Future planning studies would refine the site plan.



Related park-and-ride internal circulation improvements. Circulation improvements would
provide convenient access to the parking structure, separating the movements of surface
parking and kiss-and-ride drop-off facility users from those accessing the garage.



Protected bus passenger pathways between the garage and bus loading/unloading areas.
This would increase users’ comfort as they move between these two areas.

2.2.2.1 Expanded Park-and-Ride Lot at Richmond Parkway Transit Center
AC Transit operates the Richmond Parkway Transit Center (RPTC), located at the corner of
Blume Drive and the Richmond Parkway in the city of Richmond. The transit center contains a
park-and-ride lot with 182 spaces and a bus transfer station used by AC Transit and WestCAT
lines.11, 12 In 2005, the RPTC Planning Group, a consortium of public agencies, prepared planning
and conceptual design studies to expand the existing facility.13 The study estimated that
potential demand was in the range of 600 to 800 parking spaces and advanced three site plan
options.14
Caltrans also prepared a project study report (PSR),15 which considered alternatives from the
RPTC Consortium’s study, but did not include them in Caltrans’ preferred alternatives. The
direct bus access ramps from Richmond Parkway to and from the transit center identified in the
RPTC Consortium study are rejected in the Caltrans report, but are not completely excluded
from future consideration. The Caltrans PSR left the door open for another entity to re-consider
the ramps “in the future as a possible addition to the proposed project.” The RPTC
Consortium’s report included other improvement options for the transit center, but did not
identify a preferred option.

11
12
13

14
15

WestCAT, www.westcat.org/schedules/transitcentres.html
Caltrans, www.dot.ca.gov/dist4/highwayops/parkandride/
The RPTC Planning Group consisted of a consortium of public agencies, including AC Transit, Caltrans, City of
Richmond, WCCTAC, and WestCAT.
RPTC Planning Group, Richmond Parkway Transit Center Planning and Conceptual Design, Final Report, 2005
Caltrans, Project Study Report for the Richmond Parkway Transti Center, EA-4A0200, 2010
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Building off of these earlier findings, this study team’s proposed improvements to the park-andride lot include:


Construction of a multi-story parking garage of 500 or more autos (similar capacity to
Hercules Transit Center). Internal circulation improvements would provide unconstrained
access to the structure by separating remaining surface lot parking traffic from garage
traffic.



Reconfiguration of bus circulation and loading/unloading areas to provide space for the
footprint of the parking garage, to be located in the northeast quadrant of the site. This
location is recommended since it is convenient to buses using the existing direct access
ramps to and from I-80 off of Richmond Parkway. In the longer-term, the proposal is to
provide express bus stations/platforms on the existing or new direct access ramps, with
pedestrian connections improved to the park-and-ride lot and parking garage.



Physical and operational improvements for access from adjacent streets to the park-andride facility. These changes draw on recommendations of prior studies that included
refinements to street geometry and modified lane striping, and also add transit signal
priority at the intersections of (1) Blume Drive and the park-and-ride access roadway (south
of Richmond Parkway); (2) Blume Drive and Richmond Parkway; and (3) Richmond
Parkway/Fitzgerald Drive and the direct access ramps to I-80 on the south side of the
freeway overcrossing.



A protected pedestrian pathway connecting the bus passenger loading/unloading to the
garage. The pathway would increase users’ comfort as they move between these two areas.

2.2.3 Long-term Improvements (15+ years)
Long-term infrastructure improvements include freeway ramp improvements at the Hercules
Transit Center and the RPTC as well as a potential new Express Bus-BRT transit center at
Macdonald Avenue and I-80. Improvements to the Hercules Transit Center and RPTC could be
done in cooperation with Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA), which is also
considering improvements to this transit center as part of its express bus study.16
Two ramp access alternatives have been identified for the Hercules Transit Center area: a
tunnel under SR-4 and a direct access ramp to I-80. The ramp improvements at the Richmond
Parkway Transit Center include adding direct access ramps for buses and high-occupancy
vehicles (HOVs) at the north side of the interchange with I-80, complementing the direct access
ramps already in place on the south side.

16

CCTA’s report is being finalized and could be available in winter 2017.
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2.2.3.1 Tunnel Access at Hercules Transit Center
The existing access between the Hercules Transit Center and I-80 is not convenient due to the
circuitous ramps serving the I-80/SR-4 interchange. Traveling from the transit center to I-80
southbound, requires buses to travel along westbound Willow Avenue to Sycamore Avenue and
then continue to northbound San Pablo Avenue and eastbound John Muir Parkway to reach the
southbound freeway on-ramp. To make the connection more direct and reduce travel time, a
transit-only tunnel under SR-4 from the transit center is proposed. The tunnel would emerge on
the north side of the roadway next to the transit center, turn west and join the westbound SR-4
to the southbound I-80 auto on-ramp. Access could also be provided to westbound SR-4 from
northbound on-ramp east of the transit center, since the two ramps diverge at about this
location. Bus and autos would both use the mixed-flow ramp to reach I-80. Figure 2-3 shows a
general design concept for the tunnel and ramp access.
Bus access from northbound I-80 to the Hercules Transit Center is proposed for both buses and
autos. The northbound off-ramp to eastbound SR-4 and the adjoining off-ramp to Willow
Avenue eastbound and westbound would be reconfigured to provide a bus-only lane along the
north side of the transit center. A new road on the east side of the transit center would provide
more direct bus access. The Willow Avenue northbound off-ramp would substantially remain in
its current configuration for auto traffic, but the Willow Avenue to SR-4 eastbound on-ramp
would be relocated from next to the off-ramp on the west side of the transit center to become
a new ramp on the east side of the facility. This separation of the two ramps will improve traffic
flow around the transit center and remove congestion at the intersection of Willow Avenue and
the existing I-80 off-ramp and SR-4 on-ramp. Figure 2-3 shows the reconfiguration of ramps for
this concept.
2.2.3.2 Direct Access Ramp at Hercules Transit Center
A second option for improving bus access to and from I-80 at the transit center would provide
direct access ramps from Sycamore Avenue and Willow Avenue, to the median HOV lanes on I80. Figure 2-4 shows the general configuration for these direct access ramps. The southbound
ramp would serve buses and HOVs entering I-80 from Sycamore Avenue, and the northbound
ramp would serve buses and HOVs exiting northbound I-80 to Sycamore Avenue. To provide for
ramps entering/leaving the freeway median would require freeway widening (about 36 feet in
width and about 400 to 500 feet in length, by initial estimates; this would depend on further
studies and design). These modifications would extend existing HOV lanes through the
interchange by widening the lanes where the direct access ramps enter and exit the elevated
freeway. While the direct freeway access ramps would provide a convenient and quick way of
connecting I-80 and the transit center, the freeway widening is expensive and may be
disruptive to adjacent land uses.
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Refined Access to Hercules Transit Center – Tunnel and Underpass Option

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 2-3:
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Refined Access to Hercules Transit Center – Direct Access Ramp Option

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 2-4:

2.2.3.3 Options for Direct Access Ramps at I-80 and Richmond Parkway Transit
Center
Right-of-way exists in the median of I-80 just north of Richmond Parkway to construct direct
access ramps similar to those already existing on the south side of the interchange. Southbound
and northbound direct freeway median access ramps to the north of Richmond Parkway would
allow buses using the median HOV lanes to enter or exit the freeway without having to leave
the median HOV lanes and cross over heavily congested mixed-flow lanes. While it is possible
the proposed improvements could be implemented in the medium-term because there are
fewer potential impacts than at the Hercules Transit Center, the concept is considered a longterm improvement due to funding and lead time for planning and design.In Option 1, as shown
in Figure 2-5, the provision of direct access ramps on the north side of the interchange would
be complemented by the inclusion of bus stations on the outside of each ramp, allowing buses
to stop on the ramps and not have to circulate along local arterials and through the RPTC to
pick-up and drop-off passengers. This would further reduce bus travel times, although it would
likely add to bus passenger walk distance (about 600 feet, depending on the location and
configuration of the platforms) to reach the express bus stations/platforms. Pedestrian
improvements would be provided to facilitate movement between express bus
stations/platforms and the parking garage at the RPTC. The garage could be configured to
provide direct access to the sidewalks on Richmond Parkway by internal elevators and stairs to
ground level.
Currently bus maneuvers to enter or exit the freeway to reach the RPTC are time-consuming,
operationally difficult during heavy traffic, and at times a safety concern. Providing the HOV
ramps as shown in Option 2 in Figure 2-6 would reduce delays associated with crossing from
the HOV lanes to the outside lane to exit the freeway.
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Refined Access to Richmond Parkway Transit Center – Direct Access Ramp Option #1

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 2-5:
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Refined Access to Richmond Parkway Transit Center – Direct Access Ramp Option #2

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 2-6:

2.2.3.4 Potential Transit Center at Macdonald Avenue and I-80
The intersection of San Pablo Avenue/Macdonald Avenue/I-80 is an attractive area for adding a
subregional transit center, since it could connect express bus and Alternative 2 BRT service
(discussed in Section 3) with other local area bus routes. BRT services are being considered for
both San Pablo and Macdonald Avenues, which serve heavily used AC Transit arterial bus
routes. The intersection is close to the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station, which is at capacity for
parking and experiences heavy bus traffic during peak periods. Given the potential
disadvantage for bus transfers at the El Cerrito del Norte BART station, a new transit center at
Macdonald Avenue/I-80 would have BRT buses stopping here instead of entering the
parking/bus-drop off area at the El Cerrito del Norte BART station. This would be advantageous,
as the BRT buses would not add to the existing bus congestion and circulation challenges at that
BART station. This could also reduce congestion at El Cerrito del Norte for non-BART trips,
particularly for transfers between bus lines or for drop-off and pick-up connections to bus lines.
Transfers between Express buses and BRT buses need to be made in such a manner that does
not add substantial travel time to either mode. The transit center concept at Macdonald
Avenue and I-80 would have buses stopping at stations located on direct access ramps on the
northbound and southbound median HOV lanes on I-80. This would help maintain fast transit
travel times, as buses would not have to take the extra time to exit and re-enter the freeway to
pick up and drop off passengers.
This potential transit center could occupy underutilized parcels south of Bissell Avenue at San
Pablo Avenue. While there is an existing auto repair shop and convenience store/deli that
would be displaced by a new transit center, the other lots fronting Bissell Avenue are used for
warehousing or storage, vacant, or available for leasing. The Richmond Greenway trail is
located on the site’s south side, which would provide multimodal access to the transit center.
Parking is not proposed for this site other than spaces for dropping off and picking up bus
passengers and for transit supervisory staff.
Another potential transit center location is the site between Macdonald and Bissell Avenues.
Locating a transit center here would involve displacement of several active businesses although
there is a large amount of surface area devoted to parking. A site selection study would be
undertaken if the concept to place a transit center in this vicinity is advanced.
BRT buses would enter and exit the site either from San Pablo Avenue at Bissell Avenue or from
Macdonald Avenue at Wilson Avenue. BRT buses that are traveling west/northbound on San
Pablo Avenue to reach Macdonald Avenue can turn into the transit center at Bissell Avenue and
exit at Wilson Avenue, thereby serving the center directly and avoiding the San Pablo
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Avenue/Macdonald Avenue intersection. East/southbound BRT buses can enter the transit
center along Wilson Avenue and exit at Bissell Avenue to continue southbound along San Pablo
Avenue, thereby also avoiding the San Pablo Avenue/Macdonald Avenue intersection.
To avoid having BRT buses incur additional travel time to enter and exit the transit center, BRT
stations can be placed on San Pablo Avenue in both directions between Macdonald and Bissell
Avenues. Enhanced pedestrian access to and from these BRT stations would need to be
considered, e.g., high-visibility crosswalks and platforms, pedestrian countdown signals, etc.
These types of access details would be worked out in future studies.
The viability of the new center improves if served by I-80 San Francisco and East Bay express
buses with direct on and off-ramps from the HOV median lanes. The I-80/Macdonald Avenue
interchange ramps connect the local street network to the freeway and would provide access
to the proposed transit center location (east of I-80 near Macdonald Avenue at San Pablo
Avenue). The new HOV direct access and exit ramps would also eliminate the current delays
associated with buses crossing mixed-flow traffic lanes to get on and off the freeway.
As at Richmond Parkway, express bus stations/platforms could be provided alongside the
ramps at ground level next to Macdonald Avenue or access (about 700 feet) could be provided
via local streets to the proposed transit center. With stations on the freeway ramps, buses
could exit from the freeway median and then continue directly back to the freeway median
after picking up or dropping off passengers without changing lanes. Figure 2-7 shows the
concept.
To provide direct access HOV ramps to the freeway median and stations on the ramps would,
as at Sycamore Avenue, require widening an elevated segment of I-80. The combination of
improvements would need further study to assess the widening impacts and is therefore
considered a long-term improvement.
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Potential Transit Center at Macdonald Avenue and I-80 in Richmond

Source: Kimley-Horn and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 2-7:

3 ALTERNATIVE 2: SAN PABLO AVENUE/MACDONALD
AVENUE BUS RAPID TRANSIT
3.1

Alignment Description

Alternative 2: San Pablo Avenue/Macdonald Avenue BRT approximates the well-utilized existing
AC Transit Route 72R Rapid Bus services along San Pablo and Macdonald Avenues. It would
extend bus service from the current Route 72R terminus at Contra Costa College Transit Center
north to Hercules along the heavily traveled San Pablo Avenue and Hilltop Drive corridors. This
extension would introduce high-capacity and high-frequency transit service to areas not served
by the existing Rapid Bus service.
This alternative aligns with the long-term BRT investment included in AC Transit’s Major
Corridors Study for San Pablo Avenue and Macdonald Avenue. BRT improvements for this
corridor are being included in CCTA’s project list update for its Countywide Comprehensive
Transportation Plan17 and with Alameda CTC Countywide Transit Plan and AC Transit’s Major
Corridor Study.
Figure 3-1 shows the San Pablo Avenue/Macdonald Avenue BRT alignment. Appendix A
provides maps of the full alignment by segment, including cross-sections.

3.2

Phasing

3.2.1 Short-term Improvements (1-5 years)
In the short-term, transit signal priority and select queue jumps at signalized intersections along
San Pablo and Macdonald Avenues are feasible. Signal priority already exists along San Pablo
Avenue to Contra Costa College, installed as part of the 72R Rapid Bus project by AC Transit a
number of years ago. The signal system is in the process of being upgraded with newer, more
reliable technology. Queue jumps could be installed at intersections with adequate space to
accommodate a queuing lane. Queue jumps requiring significant construction would be
deferred for a medium-term program. Expansion of real-time passenger information systems
may also be possible in the short-term, subject to funding availability.

17

AC Transit, Staff Report to AC Transit Board, October 8, 2014, Report No. 14-261, Update on Contra Costa
Countywide Comprehensive Transportation Plan, http://www.actransit.org/wpcontent/uploads/board_memos/14-261%20Contra%20Costa%20Transportation%20Plan.pdf
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Overview of BRT Features
A great advantage of BRT is its flexibility and suitability for incremental implementation. Changes can be made
relatively quickly in the short- and medium-term and usually without interfering with current bus operations.
The elements that comprise BRT projects form a continuum that range from Rapid Bus improvements to high-level
BRT improvements. Both Rapid Bus and high-level BRT concepts include operational as well as facility
improvements. In this study, Rapid Bus improvements are defined as:
 Transit signal priority, which gives favorable treatment to buses along signalized arterials. For example, traffic
signals can be programmed to reduce stopped delay for buses by offering extended green light time, shortened
red light time, or possibly a separate bus-only signal phase.
 Queue jumps at critical intersections, where the bus is provided a short, separate lane on approaching a
signalized intersection and is given an early green to advance ahead of other traffic through the intersection.
 Off-board fare payment, generally combined with proof-of-payment fare enforcement, which allows bus
boarding and alighting through any door.
 Passenger stops with amenities, such as canopies, real-time bus arrival information, security lighting, and
information kiosks.
In the second category of full BRT improvements, all of the above may be included in addition to:
 Dedicated bus lanes, either side-running or median-running, to be used by transit buses and emergency vehicles
(i.e., fire and police) only.
 Level boarding, where bus stops/stations are raised to at or just below the bus’s floor height, helps riders get on
and off the bus more easily, especially passengers with parcels, strollers, or luggage. Level boarding also
eliminates the need for wheelchair access ramps or lifts, as it bridges the horizontal gap between the bus and
curb or platform.
 Extended bus stops/stations for side-running BRT buses (buses operate in the lane next to the curb or parking
lane) to provide dedicated boarding and alighting areas for bus passengers separate from sidewalk traffic.
 Raised bus stations for median-running BRT configurations separated from mixed-flow traffic lanes and
protected access to stations from the sidewalk (through pedestrian signals, for example).
 Other enhancements, including high-amenity stations with seating, lighting, landscaping, public art, and other
features.

High-amenity BRT stations can include the following
elements, as shown in this photo of Las Vegas’ Max BRT
system: landscaping, level boarding, ticket vending
machines, distinctive station, maps and other wayfinding
tools, trash can, and others
Photo: Streetsblog USA
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Figure 3-1:

Refined Alternative 2: San Pablo Avenue/Macdonald Avenue BRT
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Source: Kimley-Horn, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Extension of existing 72R Rapid Bus service (which does not yet incorporate level boarding, offboard fare collection, and several other features of higher-level BRT improvements) to the RPTC
is proposed. This Rapid Bus service would include transit signal priority, passenger information
systems, and queue jumps where feasible without disrupting existing infrastructure. The
alternative would extend 72R Rapid Bus line from Contra Costa College to RPTC, replacing the
72 local line service that currently ends at Hilltop Mall. The entire corridor from downtown
Oakland to the RPTC would feature the same basic Rapid Bus treatments.
Implementation of basic Rapid Bus improvements, including transit signal priority and real-time
passenger information systems, would also occur along Macdonald Avenue from San Pablo
Avenue through downtown Richmond to the Point Richmond terminus at Tewksbury
Turnaround. Three new traffic signals are proposed as short-term improvements on Macdonald
Avenue (as shown in Figure 3-1), where there are currently stop signs. These traffic signals
would be equipped with transit signal priority equipment to help buses move through this
section of Macdonald Avenue more quickly. Otherwise, the buses would have to stop at the
existing stops at each of these intersections (e.g., Second, Fourth, and Curry Streets).

3.2.2 Medium-term Improvements (5-15 years)
Over time, more intensive advanced Rapid Bus improvements and the capital infrastructure
associated with full BRT could be implemented to improve reliability and travel times along the
corridor. The specific location and configuration of dedicated bus lanes and possibly additional
queue jumps lanes, would occur in the project development phase and impacts would be more
thoroughly assessed as part of an environmental evaluation process.
As shown in Figure 3-1, preliminary assessments have identified the proposed locations for
queue jumps and dedicated BRT lanes along both branches of Alternative 2. Initially, dedicated
lanes would continue along the median of San Pablo Avenue to Contra Costa College. North of
the college, more extensive Rapid Bus/BRT improvements could be continued, including raised
stations for level boarding and more extensive passenger amenities. These could be phased,
first to Richmond Parkway and then north long the Parkway and San Pablo Avenue through
Pinole and Hercules to a terminus at the Hercules Transit Center. Assuming the area along John
Muir Parkway west to the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center continues to develop and densify,
extension of these BRT treatments between the Hercules Transit Center and the Hercules
Intermodal Center could be implemented toward the end of this period. Dedicated lanes are
not proposed in the medium term north of Contra Costa College, as demand is not seen as
sufficient and traffic congestion not as heavy in this area during this time horizon (i.e., 5 to 15
years).
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Along Macdonald Avenue, median-running BRT lanes would extend from San Pablo Avenue to
just west of 21st Street in downtown Richmond where high-level Rapid Bus/basic BRT
improvements would be continued, similar to those proposed for San Pablo Avenue north of
Contra Costa College. Dedicated lanes are not proposed west of 21st Street on Macdonald
Avenue in the medium- or long-term, given traffic operations and physical constraints. In this
segment, the median BRT lane would need to transition to mixed-flow operations, as traffic
merges at 19th Street onto Macdonald Avenue in the westbound direction. There is only a
single through lane in each direction for traffic at 16th Street. In other words, there is no
second lane that can be converted to a BRT lane. The possibility of adding bi-directional busonly lanes (described in the sidebar on the next page) could be investigated during project
development for this and other narrow segments. Reconstruction of the street would require
removal of Complete Street treatments (e.g., sidewalk extensions or “bulb-outs”). Also, traffic
volumes are much lower here as there are mostly lower-density residential land uses in this
area.
Queue jumps would be installed at critical constraint points along segments of either BRT
branch service where buses operate in mixed-flow lanes.
Where raised BRT stops and stations for level bus boarding are constructed, off-board fare
collection would be implemented. Off-board fare collection could also be installed at transit
signal priority and dedicated curbside Rapid Bus stops. This is more easily accomplished at
dedicated BRT stops/stations that have space for fare machines.

3.2.3 Long-term Improvements (15+ years)
In the long term, residential and commercial development throughout the study area may
warrant higher-level BRT frequencies and more extensive BRT infrastructure improvements.
The most promising extension of BRT infrastructure would be installation of dedicated BRT bus
lanes from Contra Costa College to Richmond Parkway, either in the median or in the outside
traffic lane (side-running configuration). At this time, extending dedicated BRT lanes north of
Richmond Parkway is not anticipated in the long term, as transit demand and traffic volumes
are not anticipated to increase sufficiently to warrant the investment in this area during this
time horizon (i.e., 15+ years).
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Bi-directional BRT Lanes
A bi-directional BRT lane is an exclusive single lane that allows a BRT bus to pass in one direction
through a constrained section. During this time, another BRT vehicle waits at a station or bypass area
until it can be given the green signal to pass though the section in the other direction. This lane
configuration is used when there is only enough room to put in a single bus lane and the buses’
frequencies are restricted to permit travel through no more than three signalized intersections.
Additionally, the signal system needs to have safeguards that “block out” the section so that only one
BRT vehicle can be in the section at a time. (Source: American Public Transportation Association,
“Designing Bus Rapid Transit Running Ways,” 2010.)
Given Macdonald Avenue’s relatively narrow width, a single bi-directional BRT lane in the median can
be studied for segments of this roadway during project development, in addition to the two proposed
median BRT lane concept discussed above. A two-lane through station would is recommended to
provide passing lanes for buses travelling in the opposite directions.
Bi-Directional BRT Lane on Franklin Street in Eugene, OR

Photos: Lane Transit District, Eugene, OR

3.3

Parking

The implementation of dedicated BRT lanes can affect curbside parking supply. Parking
displacement depends on the roadway width – the street cross-section measured from curb to
curb – and treatments through intersections. Curbside parking can also be displaced for curb
extension stations and at queue jumps, although the overall extent of such improvement is
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limited compared to the potential curbside parking loss from BRT projects with extensive
dedicated bus lanes. Parking losses can be offset be mitigation strategies, such as travel and
parking demand management (e.g., parking occupancy studies, permit parking zones, parking
meters), new parking spaces on side streets or off-street lots, and others.
Sheets 1-3, 13, and 14 in Appendix A show the areas of dedicated BRT lanes along San Pablo
and Macdonald Avenues for the medium-term build horizon. Sheet 1 in Appendix A indicates
where improvements could result in curbside parking loss. Further studies would be needed to
refine these areas of impact and to develop strategies that could reduce the impacts associated
with parking loss, e.g., parking occupancy studies to assess demand and gauge opportunities to
re-balance parking supply; pricing and other demand management strategies; improved
wayfinding to reduce space hunting; and others. Such studies require close consultation with
city representatives and potentially affected residential and business communities.
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BRT and Parking
Given the physical constraints of any street or roadway, there are competing uses for public space: auto
lanes, bus lanes, bike lanes, sidewalks, landscaping, etc. Some locales have faced concern from community
members about the loss of parking during BRT implementation, as creating a bus-only lane may require
converting a parking lane to a bus-only lane.
Each situation is unique and needs to be evaluated based on the specific cost or benefit. This involves a
policy decision and a community dialogue about what type of use will be prioritized and how widely the cost
and/or benefit will be felt. What the loss of parking can mean depends on the individual, community, or
agency. Where one person sees a benefit, another person may see an impact.
BRT improvements have been shown to improve ridership and reliability. A study of BRT projects in the U.S.
found that the service generally increased ridership and improved service over the previous transit service.
(See graph below.)* Another study estimated that 24 percent to 33 percent of riders served by new BRT
systems are new transit users, most having switched from private car usage.**
For a specific project in the planning stages, it is possible to quantify the benefits of the lane on transit travel
time and reliability through the use of modeling (such as VISSIM). The costs to businesses and residents are
more difficult to quantify. It often becomes a question of priorities between transit service and access to
parking. On-street parking is not owned or assigned to an adjacent business and is typically not used to
meet code requirements for parking.
Sources:
* US General Accounting Office. (2012). “Bus Rapid Transit: Projects Improve Transit Service and Can
Contribute to Economic Development.” GAO Report GAO-12-811.
** Peak, M., Henke, C., and Wnuk, L. (2005). “Bus Rapid Transit Ridership Analysis.” FTA Report
FTAACAA26A7068A 2004.1.

Change in ridership (as a percentage)for BRT projects after one year of operation (US GAO, 2012)
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4 ALTERNATIVE 3: 23RD STREET BUS RAPID TRANSIT
4.1 Alignment Description
Alternative 3: 23rd Street BRT is aligned south-north through the study area, beginning in the
city of Richmond’s Marina District and proceeding to Richmond BART along Marina Way, then
to Contra Costa College following 23rd Street and San Pablo Avenue. A second major segment
of the alignment continues north along San Pablo Avenue and Robert Miller Drive to Hilltop
Mall, returning via Hilltop Drive to San Pablo Avenue before continuing through Pinole and
Hercules to a northern terminus at the Hercules Transit Center.
In the south, the alternative offers two branches of service. The main connection—along
Cutting Boulevard, Marina Bay Parkway, and Regatta Boulevard—is to the UC Berkeley field
station in southeast Richmond. BRT operations along Regatta Boulevard and the expanding
commercial and residential development in the Marina District would be provided all day,
seven days a week. A second service branch continues along Marina Way South to Harbor Way
South and Ford Point, the site of the new Richmond Ferry Terminal to be operational in 2018.
The BRT branch service to Ford Point would be provided only during peak periods to connect
with planned peak period ferry service. At the north end of the alignment, an extension of BRT
service is proposed in the medium to long term to the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center along
John Muir Parkway. This extension is also part of Alternative 2. Should both BRT alternatives be
implemented, only a single service extension to the Hercules Intermodal Center would be
provided. In this case, it is recommended that the San Pablo Avenue BRT service continue to
the Hercules Transit Center and, when operational, to the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center
as a further extension. The 23rd Street BRT service would terminate at Contra Costa College or
possibly at Hilltop Mall, where there would be a timed transfer to the San Pablo Avenue BRT
line for passengers wanting to continue their trip north.
Figure 4-1 shows the alignment for Alternative 3: 23rd Street BRT. Appendix B shows the
potential BRT improvements for each segment of this alignment, including cross-sections.
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Figure 4-1:

Refined Alternative 3: 23rd Street BRT

Source: Kimley-Horn, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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4.2 Phasing
4.2.1 Short-term Improvements (1-5 years)
A phased program of operational and physical facilities improvements along the 23rd Street
BRT alignment is proposed, similar to the phased improvements for Alternative 2. The program
would begin with Rapid Bus improvements and progress to full BRT improvements in certain
segments. Currently no Rapid Bus upgrades, such as transit signal priority and passenger
information systems, exist along the 23rd Street corridor except in the several blocks of San
Pablo Avenue between 23rd Street and Contra Costa College that are part of AC Transit’s 72R
Rapid Bus line.
In the first five years following project approval by sponsoring agencies, Rapid Bus
improvements would be established in the corridor from the UC Berkeley field office and Ford
Point to Hilltop Mall. These would include:


Transit signal priority at signalized intersections



Queue jumps at select intersections that are potential operational bottlenecks for BRT
service and where space allows



Real-time passenger information and other amenities at BRT stops

4.2.2 Medium-term Improvements (5-15 years)
Rapid Bus service could be extended from Hilltop Mall to the Hercules Transit Center and
include the improvements listed above under Section 4.2.1. More capital-intensive
infrastructure improvements would be made in the segment from the Richmond Marina District
to Hilltop Mall, including:


High-amenity stations, including level bus boarding and alighting, initially to Contra Costa
College and then to Hilltop Mall. Toward the end of the period or alternatively in the long
term, high-level stations could be extended to the Hercules Transit Center.



Dedicated bus lanes in the segment through central Richmond in the median of Macdonald
Avenue from approximately 21st Street to 23rd Street and a combination of median- and
side-running dedicated lanes on 23rd Street from Macdonald Avenue to Rheem Avenue.
Buses would operate in mixed-flow north of Rheem Avenue.



Expansion of queue jumps at select intersections to maintain smooth traffic operations
where minor to moderate street improvements are required.
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Rapid Bus service, including transit signal priority, real-time passenger information and other
amenities at BRT stops, would be implemented on an extension of BRT service to the Hercules
Intermodal Transit Center.

4.2.3 Long-term Improvements (15+ years)
Extension of dedicated lanes along 23rd Street to San Pablo Avenue and then to Contra Costa
College is proposed in the long term. During project development, additional analysis would be
completed to assess the configuration and extent of bus-only lanes and potential benefits of
implementing them. As the corridor develops, dedicated lanes could be continued to the Hilltop
Mall Transit Center. Should the dedicated BRT lanes on San Pablo Avenue and Robert Miller
Drive be established as part of Alternative 2, buses used for Alternative 3 could share the lanes
to Hilltop Mall. Extension of dedicated BRT lanes north of Hilltop Mall along Hilltop Drive (west)
and San Pablo Avenue is not anticipated, given low existing and projected traffic volumes.

4.3 Parking
Sheets 6 and 7 in Appendix B shows the locations where curb parking would likely be displaced
to accommodate dedicated side-running BRT lanes in the medium term. Curb parking would be
lost along the west side of 23rd Street from Macdonald Avenue to Clinton Avenue and along
both the west and east sides of 23rd Street from Clinton Avenue to Rheem Avenue.
No analysis of parking displacements in the long term has been made. Should dedicated lanes
be extended in the long term north of Rheem Avenue to San Pablo Avenue and along San Pablo
Avenue and Robert Miller Drive to Hilltop Mall, curbside parking loss would be expected in
places. Subsequent project planning studies would identify the segments where parking loss
and mitigation would be anticipated.
No estimate of parking loss has been made at queue jumps or at new curbside BRT stations
outside the segment of 23rd Street where dedicated lanes are proposed. These site-specific
impacts are appropriately evaluated in more detailed technical studies completed during
project environmental reviews. Some minor to moderate loss of parking would be expected at
various sites and would be a factor in the selection of the final locations for such
improvements.
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5 ALTERNATIVE 4: UPRR COMMUTER RAIL
Technical Memorandum #8 examined two commuter rail alternatives, one involving additional
passenger service on the Union Pacific (UP) line and the other involving the establishment of
new passenger rail service on the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) line. Both of these
alternatives required substantial infrastructure investment to allow for additional capacity or
the ability to accommodate passenger rail operations. They also required potentially complex
negotiations with railroad owners.
Given the technical assessment, the recommendation of the consultant team, and the feedback
from the public, the WCCTAC Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), the Study Management
Group, and the WCCTAC Board, these expensive and long-term rail alternatives were set aside
for the time being. The direction from the WCCTAC Board related to commuter rail service in
Contra Costa County was to focus on making the best use of the existing service on the UP line.

5.1 Hercules Regional Intermodal Transit Center
The second idea proposed by the WCCTAC Board was to complete the Hercules Intermodal
Transit Center in Hercules, which is already in process and is an existing priority for WCCTAC
and for CCTA. The completion of this facility provides a second point of access, in addition to
Richmond, for commuter rail services in West Contra Costa. The station’s proximity to I-80 is
intended to attract potential riders from within the northern portion of West County and points
further north. The City of Hercules plans to conduct a ridership analysis in spring 2017.
Technical Memos 4 (Summary and Evaluation of Prior Studies) and 5 (Existing and Planned
Transportation Network) summarize the City of Hercules’ plans for providing new service at the
Hercules Intermodal Transit Center. The city envisions a future Capitol Corridor station in
Hercules at this location along Bayfront Boulevard near the waterfront and early phases of
implementation are underway.
Thirty Capitol Corridor trains currently run through Hercules daily. The Hercules station at this
location would provide this existing high-frequency train service to the neighborhoods nearby
and would provide commuters with an option to shift from driving on the congested I-80
corridor to riding the rail service. A Hercules Station would also better serve residents living in
the northern half of West County.
The City of Hercules will be conducting a ridership analysis in late 2016 and is currently at work
on its Path to Transit Phase, which extends the John Muir Parkway to the Intermodal Transit
Center. Additionally, Hercules staff continues to work with Capitol Corridor and the UPRR to
obtain approval for a station stop and develop a train schedule for the station. Implementation
of the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center has and will continue to require a diverse array of
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funding sources. According to city estimates, a train station in Hercules could come on line
sometime between 2019 and 2021, while full build-out of the Hercules Intermodal Transit
Center may require additional time.

5.2 Fare Sensitivity Analysis
The WCCTAC Board advanced two ideas. The first was to provide fare subsidies or discounts on
existing passenger rail services in West Contra Costa to certain destinations to attract new
riders. The thirty trains per day on the UP line represent a strong service, but the fares
established by Amtrak are considerably higher than most urban transit. This puts the service
out of reach of many, especially those wishing to make short trips within the vicinity of West
Contra Costa. The two most popular origin and destination pairs from Richmond are RichmondEmeryville ($9.00 one-way fare) and Richmond-Martinez (Fifteen times per day, the Capitol
Corridor route makes this run for $12.00 one-way fare. Five times per day, the San Joaquin
route makes this run for a $7.50 one-way fare and the California Zephyr route makes this run
once per day for a $17.00 one-way fare.).
The travel time savings for passengers using these rail services is significant compared to other
transit options. The tables below compares the cost and length of time for the same trip
between the Richmond BART/Amtrak Station and the Emeryville Amtrak Station and the
Richmond BART/Amtrak and Martinez Amtrak station:
Table 5-1: Comparison of Cost and Time between Richmond BART/Amtrak and Emeryville Amtrak
Capitol Corridor
Existing
Price

50%
Subsidy

75%
Subsidy

AC Transit +
Walk

BART +
AC Transit + Walk

BART +
Emery-go-round

Single Ticket
Price (Adult)

$9.00

$4.50

$2.25

$2.10

$4.55

$2.70

Single Ride
Price w/ 10
Ride Pass
Ticket

$5.60

$2.80

$1.40

n/a

n/a

n/a

Single Ride
Price with
Monthly Pass
(assumes 35
rides)

$4.20

$2.10

$1.05

$2.14

$4.59

n/a

Length of Trip

14 minutes

64 minutes

45 minutes

29 minutes

Frequency of
Service

20 one-way trips
per day

35 one-way trips
per day

77 one-way trips
per day

3-6 one-way trips
per hour
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Table 5-2: Comparison of Cost and Time between Richmond BART/Amtrak and Martinez Amtrak
Capitol Corridor
Existing
Price*

50%
Subsidy

75%
Subsidy

AC Transit +
WestCAT

BART (via El
Cerrito del Norte)
+ WestCAT

BART to
Walnut Creek +
County Connection

Single Ticket
Price

$12.00

$6.00

$3.00

$2.75

$2.95

$5.10

Single Ride
Price w/ 10-20
Ride Pass

$7.40

$3.70

$1.85

n/a

n/a

$6.10

Single Ride
Price with
Monthly Pass
(assumes 35
rides)

$5.60

$2.80

$1.40

$2.14

$1.95

$5.81

Length of Trip

25 minutes

92 minutes

62 minutes

80 minutes

Frequency of
Service

21 one-way trips
per day.

18 one-way trips
per day

18 one-way trips
per day

16 one-way trips
per day

* For this comparison, only the ticket pricing for Capitol Corridor route was analyzed since that route has the most
daily runs.

The cost and travel time varies considerably between the two examples given above. The fare
for Capitol Corridor is at least double the cost of the other transit providers yet the time to
travel the same distance is much less on Capitol Corridor.
Discounted fares on the Capitol Corridor could possibly lead to stronger local ridership, could
have an impact on transit mode share, and could divert some trips from the freeway. The
proposed fare subsidy concept would involve a considerably lower fare on the Capitol Corridor
service for certain trips to bring it closer in price to other local, but significantly slower, transit
options. The proposed fare discount would only apply to those trips that include the existing
Richmond station and future Hercules station and make connections to the other stop in Contra
Costa County (Martinez) or specific stops in Alameda County (Berkeley, Emeryville, and
downtown Oakland/Jack London Square). These destinations offer access to nearby job centers
where taking transit instead of driving could remove a vehicle trip on I-80. In the case of
Martinez, as it is the county seat, increased ridership could also provide improved access for
west county residents to county services and jobs.
The Victoria Transport Policy Institute’s paper on Transit Elasticities and Price Elasticities (May
2016) found that, “A relatively large fare reduction is generally needed to attract motorists to
transit, since they are discretionary riders. Such travelers may be more responsive to service
quality (speed, frequency and comfort), and higher automobile operating costs through road or
parking pricing.” A subsidized fare would potentially attract transit-dependent riders but the
program would also be aimed at discretionary drivers who could transfer from freeway driving
to the train. The same paper states, “In most communities (particularly outside of large cities),
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transit-dependent people are a relatively small portion of the total population, while
discretionary riders (people who have the option of driving) are a potentially large but more
price-sensitive market segment. As a result, increasing transit ridership requires pricing and
incentives that attract travelers out of their car.”
The West County High-Capacity Transit Study generally seeks to increase transit ridership,
increase transit mode share and reduce roadway congestion by diverting auto trips to rail. To
provide greater insight into how a fare subsidy might achieve these objectives, WCCTAC staff
conducted an analysis. The analysis examined two different levels of discount for origins and
destinations between Richmond and Martinez, Berkeley, Emeryville and Jack London Square.
The price elasticity formulas used for this analysis are based on a modification of the Victoria
Transport Policy Institute’s paper on Transit Elasticities and Price Elasticities cited above.
The first analysis assumed that a 50% subsidy would result in a 25 percent increase in transit
riders. The existing annual ridership for origins and destinations between Richmond and the
following stations: Martinez, Berkeley, Emeryville or downtown Oakland/Jack London Square is
6,186 trips for fiscal year 2015. This figure includes riders using individual tickets, 10-ride
passes, and monthly passes. Based on the analysis, staff estimated that a 50% subsidy would
result in approximately 1,547 new riders. Because existing trips would also receive a subsidy,
the total number of subsidized trips amounts to 7,733.
The analysis assumed that a 75 percent subsidy would result in a 37.5 percent increase in
transit riders. The existing annual ridership between the same stations listed above is 6,186
trips for Fiscal Year 2015. Based on the analysis, staff estimated that a 75 percent subsidy would
result in approximately 2,320 new trips. Because existing trips would also receive a subsidy, the
total number of subsidized trips amounts to 8,506.
WCCTAC staff estimated the cost of a three-year pilot project with both a 50 percent and a 75
percent ticket subsidy. While the ticket buyer would have a lower cost for riding the train, the
actual cost would still be due to Amtrak/Capitol Corridor to make them whole for operating the
service, unless they were willing to accept lower revenue. Potential funding partners for a
subsidy program could include WCCTAC, TRANSPAC, the Capitol Corridor Joint Powers
Authority, MTC, and/or CCTA. Three years would provide an opportunity to properly advertise
the discount, build momentum, and conduct evaluations. In addition to the cost of the subsidy,
the budget for a subsidy program should additionally include a marketing and promotions
budget to alert potential riders. Based on the sensitivity analyses above, the following costs are
estimated:
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Table 5-3: Estimated Costs and Ridership Changes of a Three-Year Pilot Fare Subsidy Program
50% Subsidy

75% Subsidy

1,547

2,320

25%

37.5%

$29

$39

$145

$143

Estimated Number of New Riders
Percentage Increase Over Existing Riders
Cost per Rider
Cost per New Rider
* Number of existing Capitol Corridor riders is 6,186.

50% Subsidy
Subsidy for New Riders**
Subsidy for Existing Riders**
Total

75% Subsidy

$45,000

$90,000

$180,000

$240,000

$225,000

$330,000

* Cost includes marketing and promotions

The cost of the three-year pilot project assumes it will take three years to reach the projected
number of new riders.
This analysis recognizes that some of the “new” ridership could occur from shifting existing
transit riders from one transit service to another, and not increasing overall transit mode share.
A more detailed analysis would be required to make this determination.
Additionally, the analysis recognizes that in order to make the service attractive to new riders
by discounting fare, existing riders could experience a “windfall” reduction. There is no easy or
practical means, however, only to give discounts to “new riders” who would otherwise not be
willing to pay the fare.
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6 ALTERNATIVE 6: BART EXTENSION FROM RICHMOND
Alternative 6: BART Extension from Richmond focuses on refinement of an extension from the
Richmond BART station to the part of West County around Hercules and Pinole. The study’s
transit market assessment indicated that densities and transit suitability are growing in this
area with a long-term potential for generating a higher level of ridership that could justify a
heavy rail investment such as BART.18
Two potential alignments were identified, extending from the Richmond BART station north to
I-80 via Rumrill Boulevard discussed in Section 6.1 and Richmond Parkway discussed in Section
6.2. The alignments and station options for both alignments are described further below and
conceptually represented in Figure 6-1.
Section 6.3 describes the alignment between Appian Way/I-80 and the Hercules Transit Center,
since there are multiple options for the alignment along I-80 and the Hercules terminus station
and required storage tracks. Any one of the four options presented can be part of either the
Richmond Parkway or Rumrill Boulevard alignment.
Because of the topography and urban nature of the study area, the potential BART corridors are
limited and the alignments require BART to be either elevated or in a tunnel. Where the BART
tracks are elevated, the BART tracks would be placed on aerial structures supported by
viaducts. Figure 6-2 provides a conceptual typical section of a viaduct that could be used to
support elevated tracks for either alignment. Where tunneling is involved, further studies
would identify potential impacts and include measures to mitigate these impacts.
The alignments outlined below are preliminary and conceptual in nature. They are presented
for further consideration and to aid in understanding the opportunities and challenges facing
the introduction of BART service in this corridor. Further study to understand the limitations of
geology and soils along the alignment and the impacts of noise and vibration on adjacent
property owners would be required to more fully evaluate these alignments and station
locations. This would be undertaken in the project development and environmental phase.

18

West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study, Technical Memorandum #7, Travel Markets, January 2016,
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Kimley Horn, and Kittelson & Associates.
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Potential Alternative 6: BART Extension Alignment Options on Rumrill Boulevard and Richmond Parkway

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-1:

Figure 6-2:

Typical Section of Viaduct

HEIGHT FROM GROUND TO
BOTTOM OF BART SUPPPORT BEAM
CAN RANGE FROM 12’-50’
EXISTING GROUND

Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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Tunneling
Tunnels are underground passages, and for the purposes of this study, constructed to serve as a
transportation connection between two points. There are three basic types of tunneling methods are
described below.
1) Cut and cover involves digging a trench and building a roof or cover for the trench. Strong
supporting beams are necessary to prevent the tunnel from collapsing. After the tunnel structure is
built, the trench is backfilled, and the surface is restored. This method is usually best for shallow
tunnels, soft ground, and isolated crossings (e.g., not a long section of deep tunnel).
Advantages: This method can accommodate changes in tunnel width and non-uniform shapes. It is
less expensive than other methods.
Disadvantages: Potential impacts include dust, noise, and effects on existing underground services
and utilities. Larger quantity of construction and demolition materials could be generated from the
excavation work.
2) Drill and blast includes the controlled use of explosives and other methods to break rock for
excavation.
Advantages: Noise, dust, and visual impacts are restricted to areas located near the tunnel portal.
Compared with cut and cover method, the quantity of construction and demolition materials and
debris would be reduced and disturbance to local traffic and associated environmental impacts
would be reduced. Blasting would significantly reduce the duration of vibration, though the
vibration level would be higher compared with bored tunneling.
Disadvantages: There are potential hazards associated with establishment of a temporary site for
overnight storage of explosives.
(Continued on next page)

Excavated trench for cut and cover tunneling (left photo) and drilling machine (right photo)

Photo: Los Angeles Metro

Photo: Geotunel, www.geotunel.esp
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Tunneling (continued from previous page)
3) Boring through the use of a tunnel boring machine (TBM). This machine’s cutting mechanism
includes a large cylindrical shield (or wheel), which includes a rotating cutterhead with discs
that can bore through a wide range of materials, including solid rock.
Advantages: Disturbance is usually limited to the surrounding ground. Noise, dust, and visual
impacts are restricted to areas located near the launching and retrieval shafts. Compared with
cut and cover method, the quantity of construction and demolition materials and debris would
be reduced and disturbance to local traffic and associated environmental impacts would be
reduced. Avoids the need of having miners working in compressed air. TBMs can produce a
smooth tunnel wall, which significantly reduces the cost of lining the tunnel, and makes them
suitable to use in heavily urbanized area.
Disadvantages: Upfront costs for TBMs can be high, as they are expensive to construct and
transport. Actual tunneling time can be reduced by frequent break-downs.

Sources:
FTA, Tunnel Design and Construction, https://www.transit.dot.gov/research-innovation/tunnel-designand-construction; and Mining and Blasting, https://miningandblasting.wordpress.com

Tunnel boring machine for Purple Line Extension in Los Angeles (left) and simulation of boring using a
tunnel boring machine (right)

Photo: Los Angeles Metro

Photo: Citizens for the North South Rail Link (Boston)
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6.1 Rumrill Boulevard Alignment
6.1.1 Description
This extension alternative would include new aerial tracks that run parallel to the UPRR tracks
near 13th Street from the existing Richmond BART maintenance yard to Brookside Drive.19 At
Brookside Drive the alignment would turn east along Rumrill Boulevard to reach the area near
Contra Costa College. A tunnel portal would be located around the northern part of the college
campus to transition into underground operations that would stretch to Appian Way, where
the rail would once again daylight and transition to elevated structure. From Appian Way and I80 to the Hercules Transit Center, the alignment has four alignment options, which are
described separately in Section 6.3. Figure 6-3 through Figure 6-8 illustrate the potential
alignment north from the Richmond BART Station via Rumrill Boulevard.
This alignment would travel through industrial, residential, and commercial uses. To the north
of the Richmond BART station, operations would be in close proximity to UPRR property, which
would require negotiations and coordination with UPRR. It would also likely require reconstruction of the existing UPRR freight bridge at the crossing northwest of the BART
maintenance yard so the BART train could continue north on the proposed alignment. In this
area, BART operations could potentially impact existing uses next to the alignment, including
recreational sports fields, an iron and metal recycling plant, and an auto and truck parts shop.
The extent of the impacts would be determined during the environmental phase, examining
how BART construction or operations would affect existing conditions, usually in a specific
resource area, such as air, noise, traffic, or visual effects. The degree of the effect would
depend on the resource.
As the alignment travels east on Rumrill Boulevard, it encounters more developed areas,
including residences and businesses and Contra Costa College. BART operations on Rumrill
Boulevard were looked at in BART’s West Contra Costa Extension Alignment Study (1992). A
BART extension on this roadway was noted to provide versatile station locations (e.g., the
potential to choose station sites at one of three sites in the Hilltop Mall vicinity and at one of
two sites in San Pablo), but also the potential for residential displacement of 20 to 50 homes
and downtown San Pablo businesses. Housing along 13th Street/Rumrill Boulevard
accommodates lower-income families, which could result in environmental justice issues should
new rail facilities be built in this area. Mitigation measures could be developed to address this,

19

This study’s placement of the alignment does not include encroachment on UPRR’s ROW. If additional distance
between UPRR ROW and BART facilities is desired, the alignment could be moved further east, which would
encroach further on other private and public property.
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including relocation assistance to displaced residents. Businesses in this area may also be
displaced.
Further development of this alignment would have to consider compatibility with the Contra
Costa College campus as well as the Richmond and San Pablo Complete Streets Study on Rumrill
Boulevard and 13th Street. This 2015 study looked at potential improvements along the length
of Rumrill Boulevard through San Pablo and 13th Street through Richmond. The preferred
concept included lane reduction with the newly created space to be used for multimodal
purposes, including new or improved crosswalks, sidewalk repair, bus shelters, Class I and Class
II bike lanes,20 and landscaping.21

6.1.2 Potential Station Locations
Potential stations for this alignment include Contra Costa College, RPTC, and a terminus station
at Hercules Transit Center. 22 The alignment measures approximately 2.8 miles from the
Richmond BART station to Contra Costa College; about 1.8 miles from Contra Costa College to
the RPTC; and 3.4 miles from the RPTC to the Hercules Transit Center.
6.1.2.1 Contra Costa College
A station at Contra Costa College would likely serve many riders since the school has about
8,000 enrolled students and a few hundred employees. The college is located in a relatively
dense residential area in San Pablo, whose residents could also be served by BART.

20

21

22

A Class I bike lane includes a completely separated lane for the exclusive use of bicycles and pedestrians. A
Class II bike lane is a lane for one-way bike travel on a street or highway. (Source: Caltrans Highway Design
Manual, 2006, p. 1000-1, 1000-2.)
Rumrill Boulevard/13th Street: Final Complete Streets Study, 2015, http://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/3161/
Rumrill-Blvd-13th-St-Complete-Streets-St. Other study partners include the Local Government Commission and
Contra Costa Health Services.
A station at Hilltop Mall could theoretically be added on this alignment. However, given the short distances for
this station combination, a stop at Hilltop may be too close to the other stations to warrant such a combination.
Distance between Contra Costa College and Hilltop Mall = 1 mile
Distance between Hilltop Mall and Richmond Parkway Transit Center = 0.75 mile
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-3:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment –
Segment from Richmond BART Station to Contra Costa College

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-4:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment –
Platform near Contra Costa College – Option 1

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-5:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment –
Platform near Contra Costa College – Options 1 and 2

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-6:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment –
Segment from Contra Costa College to Richmond Parkway Transit Center – Options 1 and 2

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-7:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: Richmond BART Extension – Rumrill Boulevard Alignment –
Platform at Richmond Parkway Transit Center

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-8:

Two station sites were evaluated in the vicinity of Contra Costa College: one located at the
intersection of San Pablo Avenue, Broadway, and Rumrill Boulevard and the second to the west
of Campus Drive adjacent to the college campus (see Figure 6-6). This first location abuts a
triangular piece of property owned by the City of San Pablo. This parcel is occupied by
commercial uses (e.g., restaurant, dollar store, nail salon), surrounded by residences, two
churches, and commercial uses. The city also owns development options to the adjacent parcel.
The combined area for both properties is 72,000 square feet, could be used for an intermodal
rail station and transit-oriented development. Such a development is supported by policy in the
City of San Pablo’s planning documents, which encourage the expansion of public
transportation systems and identify this location as a public transit hub. Other studies in this
area have mapped out potential development scenarios for this location, including a
reconfiguration of the Rumrill-Broadway intersection to include a transit center, increased
development intensity, and a parking structure on this triangular parcel.23 This site lies within a
Priority Development Area (PDA). (See sidebar on next page for a description of PDAs.)
The second location is immediately to the west of Campus Drive on a site currently occupied by
low- and medium-density housing. This is a site that the City of San Pablo has indicated is under
consideration for alternative uses and could serve as a BART station (see Figure 6-6). This site is
owned by Contra Costa County, who has been approached by the City of San Pablo about
developing this area, e.g., new housing. New uses(s) for this site could be coordinated with the
development of a nearby or adjacent BART station or a multimodal transit hub. A BART station
platform at this location is immediately adjacent to a PDA.
The Rumrill alignment includes elevated tracks and an elevated platform. For either of these
alternatives, there would be an impact to the college campus and sites surrounding the station.
The elevated structure would potentially cross the college campus and enter into a tunnel at
the base of the hill adjacent to the college. The footprint of the tunnel portals would need to be
examined during project development to provide sufficient room for wayside facilities, such as
tunnel ventilation structures. Soil investigations would need to be conducted to gauge the type
and suitability of soil in all underground portions of this alignment.
As the alignment is further engineered, minimization of the impact to the campus would need
to be considered. Rail construction would be disruptive to the day-to-day operations of the
college as well as for nearby residents. This construction would include boring a tunnel into the
base of the hill. Potential noise and vibration, visual, relocation, and traffic impacts, along with
other potential impacts would need to be assessed during the project development and
environmental phase.

23

SCS by Strengthening Public Health Plan, March 2016, Description of Mission Plaza, Opportunity Site #1
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What is a Priority Development Area?
Priority Development Areas (PDAs) are places identified by Bay Area communities as areas for
investment, new homes, and job growth. Along with Priority Conservation Areas, PDAs are the
foundation of Plan Bay Area, which the region’s long-range transportation, land use, and housing
strategy through 2040.
To become a PDA, an area must be: 1) within an existing community; 2) within walking distance of
frequent transit service; 3) designated for more housing in a locally adopted plan or identified by a local
government for future planning and potential growth; and 4) nominated through a resolution adopted
by a City Council or County Board of Supervisors.
Plan Bay Area is the nine-county region’s first long-range plan to meet the requirements of California’s
Senate Bill 375 (2008), which calls the state’s 18 metropolitan areas to develop a Sustainable
Communities Strategy. The strategy is developed to accommodate future population growth and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light trucks.
Priority Development Areas

Hercules Transit Center

Hilltop Mall
Contra Costa College

Appian Way/I-80
Richmond Parkway Transit Center

Richmond BART station

Image: Plan Bay Area, Priority Development Area Showcase, http://gis.abag.ca.gov/website/PDAShowcase/

6.1.2.2 Richmond Parkway Transit Center
The RPTC is a second potential BART station site on the Rumrill Boulevard alignment. This site
includes a bus transfer station used by five AC Transit lines and seven WestCAT lines and a parkand-ride lot with 182 parking spaces. An underground BART platform could be located just
southwest of the transit center, as shown in Figure 6-8. This location is occupied by a church
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and commercial uses, including retail stores, auto dealerships, business services, and
restaurants. A BART station would need to be reviewed for its potential effects on the land
uses, noise and vibration, traffic, and soils.

6.2

Richmond Parkway Alignment

6.2.1 Description
This alignment on Richmond Parkway was developed as an alternative to the Rumrill Boulevard
alignment, given the latter’s routing through established neighborhoods and businesses. This
alignment would extend on elevated tracks from the Richmond BART maintenance yard parallel
to the UPRR tracks to Richmond Parkway. The elevated structure would continue north for a
short distance on Richmond Parkway before turning east to a tunnel portal near Giant Road.
The train would travel east in the tunnel under residential areas and Hilltop Mall to reach I-80
where it would transition back to elevated tracks east of Appian Way. It would follow I-80 to
the Hercules Transit Center, which is located near the interchange with SR-4. The segment from
Appian Way to the terminus station at the Hercules Transit Center has four alignment options,
which are described in Section 6.3. Figure 6-9 through Figure 6-13 show the alignment of the
Richmond Parkway alternative up to Appian Way.
This alignment has similar considerations to the Rumrill Boulevard alignment, as described in
Section 6.1. UPRR would need to be consulted since the BART train would operate near its rail
corridor north of the Richmond BART station. This includes travel on the existing freight bridge,
which would need to be re-constructed (or expanded), as the new BART tracks would likely
cross this area at-grade. The introduction of BART service on this corridor would have potential
impacts, including possible relocation for existing businesses including an iron and metal
recycling plant and an auto and truck parts shop.
From Giant Road to Appian/I-80, the alignment would be in a tunnel to accommodate the
topography. The footprint of the tunnel portals would need to be examined during project
development to provide sufficient room for wayside facilities, such as tunnel ventilation
structures. Soil investigations would need to be conducted to gauge the type and suitability of
soil in all underground portions of this alignment.
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Richmond Parkway Alignment

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-9:

Figure 6-10:

Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Richmond Parkway Alignment –
Segment from Richmond BART Station to Hilltop Mall

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Richmond Parkway Alignment – Station Platform at Hilltop Mall

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-11:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Richmond Parkway Alignment – Segment from Hilltop Mall to Appian/I-80

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-12:
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Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension – Richmond Parkway Alignment – Station Platform at Appian/I-80

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-13:

6.2.2 Potential Station Locations
Potential stations for this alignment include Hilltop Mall, Appian/I-80, and a terminus station at
Hercules Transit Center. The alignment measures approximately 4.5 miles from the Richmond
BART station to Hilltop Mall; about 1.8 miles from Hilltop Mall to Appian/I-80; and 2.5 miles
from Appian/I-80 to the Hercules Transit Center.
6.2.2.1 Hilltop Mall
Hilltop Mall is a potential site for an underground platform on this alignment. Six AC Transit
lines, including two transbay lines and four WestCAT lines, including one express bus, currently
serve the mall. In addition to the mall’s retail stores, there are business services and other
commercial uses around the mall’s perimeter. Residential homes (primarily single-family
dwellings) border the mall.
Opened in the 1970s, Hilltop Mall is currently for sale. While potential buyers are unknown, the
City of Richmond and others see the site as an opportunity for economic revitalization, such as
a mixed-use development that could include housing, restaurants, entertainment, and a new
shopping layout.24 Such a redevelopment could bring in the density that is needed for a major
transit investment such as BART. The mall is already surrounded by residential, single-family
subdivisions as well as some commercial establishments that could serve as patrons for a
mixed-use development as well as a new BART station. Negotiations and ongoing discussions
would need to be held with the mall’s new owners as well as the anchor tenants who own
properties on this site.
6.2.2.2 Appian Way/I-80
The area near Appian Way/I-80 is another potential site for an underground station on this
alignment. This interchange is bordered by shopping centers on the south and a combination of
residential and commercial uses on the north. Of the two shopping centers at this interchange,
the Pinole Vista Shopping Center has the larger footprint to accommodate a BART station.
Additionally, because the existing Hercules Transit Center is on the east side of I-80, placing a
BART platform at the Pinole Vista Shopping (i.e., on the southeast of I-80) would allow the BART
extension to reach the Hercules Transit Center more practically. If the area south of the Appian
Way/I-80 interchange is chosen, site investigation of this area would need to look at potential
impacts to existing residences and businesses, including noise and vibration, as well as on-site
electrical towers and power lines near Appian Way/I-80. This site lies within a PDA.

24

“Richmond: Hilltop Mall’s Struggles a Sign of the Times,” The Mercury News, April 7, 2016,
http://www.mercurynews.com/2016/04/07/richmond-hilltop-malls-struggles-a-sign-of-the-times/
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6.3 Terminus Station and Storage Tracks at/near Hercules Transit
Center
Both potential alignments on Rumrill Boulevard and Richmond Parkway merge near Appian
Way and I-80 and would extend north to Hercules. Both alignments also include a terminus
station in the vicinity the I-80-Highway 4 interchange near the Hercules Transit Center, which
lies within a PDA. Two options for the track alignment for the segment north of Appian Way
were identified. Four potential options for a terminus station location in Hercules were also
identified. All of the four terminus station options discussed in this section can be connected to
either the Rumrill Boulevard or Richmond Parkway alignments described in previous sections
and as shown in Figure 6-14. However, the one terminus station to the west of I-80 would
require a rail alignment to the west of I-80 from Appian Way northward.
Figure 6-14:

Potential Alignment Options for Terminus Station at/near Hercules Transit Center

Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016
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While various location options for terminus station and storage tracks are discussed in the
following sections, not all options may be feasible given various constraints. Technical Memo
15: Tier 2 Evaluation Screening will begin to evaluate these options. However, additional future
study would be needed to more fully understand the benefits, challenges, and impacts of these
options, as well as other alternatives and options presented in this technical memo.
Storage tracks are needed near or at the end rail terminus stations for storage and
maintenance of vehicles. For example, a maintenance yard is located about one mile north of
the Richmond BART station to house BART cars when they are not in revenue service. See
Figure 6-15 for photographs of this yard. For planning purposes, space is needed to store nine
to ten train sets, each of which would have nine cars.
Figure 6-15:

Photo: BART.gov

BART Storage Tracks North of Richmond Station

Photo: SFGate

There is insufficient space at the existing Hercules Transit Center site for a BART station,
platform, and storage tracks. The lack of space would require locating the storage tracks in
areas outside the footprint of the transit center. Options include undeveloped land that is east
of the transit center (Options 1 and 2), or undeveloped land that is northwest (Option 3) or
northeast (Option 4) of the I-80/SR-4 interchange. These options are discussed below as part of
the alignment from the tunnel portals located east of Appian Way/I-80 to the Hercules Transit
Center.
Table 6-1 presents a general overview of potential locations for the Hercules terminus station
and storage tracks. The sections following Table 6-1 provide additional description for each
location option.
The I-80/Highway 4 interchange configuration is likely to change at some point in the future, as
it is functionally obsolete, which may present an opportunity to consider some of these options’
design implications.
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Table 6-1: Potential Locations for Terminus Station and Storage Track
Potential Locations for Terminus Station and Storage Tracks
Option 1: Parallel to SR-4 (with Surface Storage Tracks)

Option 2: Southwest of Hercules Transit Center (with Surface Storage Tracks)

Option 3: West of I-80 (with Underground Storage Tracks)

Option 4: East of I-80 (with Underground Storage Tracks)

Capital costs for underground (tunneled) storage tracks are about four to five times more than the capital costs of atgrade storage tracks.
Images in Table 6-1 are not to scale. See Figures 6-16 through 6-19 for larger view of study area.
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6.3.1 Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 1: Parallel to SR-4
In this option, the BART alignment would emerge from the tunnel portals east of the Appian
Way/I-80 interchange, travel on the eastern side of I-80 along residential subdivisions, and
curve east at the SR-4 interchange and parallel SR-4 to end at the Hercules Transit Center. This
alignment would include aerial structures along I-80 and aerial platforms at the transit center,
which would require reconfiguring the existing bus bay and parking facilities. Other effects to
be studied would be the aerial structures’ and BART operations’ potential impacts on nearby
land uses, noise and vibration, traffic, and soils.
The land immediately east of the transit center may be the most suitable location for storage
tracks because of its close proximity to the facility. However, it is occupied by a PG&E
substation, church, pre-school and day care center. BART would need to work with the City of
Hercules and impacted properties to acquire this land and assist in the relocation of these
facilities. Alternatively, the storage tracks could be located farther east (about 1.5 miles east of
the transit center) on undeveloped land. In addition to acquiring this undeveloped land, BART
would also need to acquire the developed property and assist in relocating the existing
facilities. . This option would be most costly since tracks would need to be extended further and
additional land would need to be purchased. The additional space would allow for more
physical space to lay down longer tracks for train storage. Figure 6-16 shows this alignment with
the station platform south of SR-4 and with the storage tracks located farther east from the
transit center.

6.3.2 Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 2: Southwest of
Hercules Transit Center
This second option is similar to the previous option, except the platform would be located
south of the Hercules Transit Center. This alignment would also have the BART train operating
on elevated structures east of the Appian Way/I-80 interchange and continuing north. Near
Refugio Valley Road and just south of Willow Avenue, the tracks would turn east to end at a
platform that would be located southwest of the Hercules Transit Center. See Figure 6-17.
This site is occupied by commercial uses, including a Home Depot and Bank of America, as well
as civic and institutional uses, including the City of Hercules’ City Hall, library, and senior center.
Due to the potential impacts of this alignment to these uses, the City of Hercules has expressed
concerns about the viability of this option. For this option, BART would need to work with the
City of Hercules and impacted properties to acquire this land and assist in the relocation of
these facilities. Similar to the preceding option, this option would also need to be reviewed for
potential impacts on nearby land uses, noise and vibration, traffic, and soils if BART proceeded
with construction and operations.
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Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 1: Parallel to SR-4

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-16:
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Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 2: Southwest of Hercules Transit Center

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-17:

Considerations for the storage tracks would be similar to the first option since the location for
the storage tracks is identical. Since the alignment on this option would have elevated tracks
over the existing Hercules Transit Center, it would require more limited reconfiguration of the
existing facility.

6.3.3 Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 3: West of I-80
BART staff noted in a meeting in August 2016 that a terminus station at the Hercules Transit
Center may not be optimal as a future BART extension is more likely to the north rather than to
the east. In the preceding two options, the alignment would operate along I-80 and turn east
before the interchange with SR-4, while this option could accommodate a future BART
extension to the north.
By locating the alignment on the west side of I-80, a terminus station site at the northwest
quadrant of the I-80/SR-4 interchange was introduced. In this variant, the BART train would
emerge from a tunnel east of the Appian/I-80 interchange to operate on the northwest side of
the I-80 freeway. Crossing SR-4 would likely be a bridge that would be built over SR-4 to reach a
surface station, with the platform located parallel to I-80 on its west side, north of SR-4. Trains
would then proceed to storage tracks located underground given the steep embankment that
borders I-80 on the west side. The site is located just east of the existing residential subdivision,
and this land would need to be purchased. See Figure 6-18.
Considerations for pedestrian access to and from the Hercules Transit Center would need to be
examined for this option. The most convenient, direct option for passengers would be to relocate the existing transit center to this site, which would open up the land where the transit
center currently sits to other development opportunities. A high-level examination indicates
there is likely sufficient space to fit the existing Hercules Transit Center’s footprint in this site.
(Access improvements proposed in Section 2.0 would need to be disregarded as they were
developed for the existing transit center location.) Less direct but still feasible would be to
construct pedestrian walkways and other facilities for passengers to walk to and from the
existing transit center to the BART station (about 2000 to 3000 feet, depending on where
walkways are constructed). For safety reasons, these facilities would be elevated pedestrian
bridges and walking paths to avoid conflicts with automobiles traveling on I-80 and SR-4.
This option includes elevated and underground structures and BART facilities that would be
built near existing residences. The potential impacts on these residences and other nearby land
uses, including those southeast of the I-80/SR-4 interchange would need to be examined. Other
effects to be studied include visual, noise and vibration, soils, and traffic.
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Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 3: West of I-80

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-18:

6.3.4 Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 4: East of I-80
This option presents a variation of the conceptual ideas presented in Options 2 and 3 based on
input from BART and the City of Hercules. The station platform would be placed parallel to I-80,
south of the SR-4 interchange, providing for a future extension to the north. The storage tracks
for this option would also be parallel to I-80 but would be located north of the SR-4 interchange
and be placed underground, as suggested by City of Hercules staff and shown in Figure 6-19.
This alignment introduces engineering challenges as elevated structures would need to cross
over the I-80/SR-4 freeway interchange, likely over a newly constructed bridge, to reach an
underground storage track facility. This land would need to be purchased.
Environmental considerations for the platform’s location would be similar to Option 3, given
the nearby residential uses, studies would be conducted for potential impacts on visual, noise
and vibration, traffic, and soils. These studies would also examine similar effects on the
residences located near the portal for the underground storage tracks north of SR-4.

6.4 Other Options Considered
6.4.1 Giant Road
For the Richmond Parkway alignment, City of San Pablo staff suggested that the extension from
the Richmond BART station could run along Giant Road adjacent to the existing BNSF tracks to
reach Richmond Parkway instead of running parallel to the UPRR tracks with the possible
introduction of a new station.
This option was evaluated, but not advanced for further consideration. The area adjacent to
Giant Road is primarily residential on the east side, and commercial and industrial uses on the
west side. This alignment would have a greater impact on the residential uses located to the
east of Giant Road as than the Richmond Parkway alignment without additional benefits. This
alignment also does not lend itself to a new station site given its proximity to Hilltop Mall (the
distance between Giant Road and Hilltop Mall is about 1.3 miles). Having BART share ROW with
freight rail would also require negotiations with BNSF to allow introduction of BART service.
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Hercules Terminus Station – Platform Option 4: East of I-80

Not to scale.
Source: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2016

Figure 6-19:

6.5 Phasing
The phasing presented for Alternative 6, the BART alternative, would be in the same time
horizon increments as that presented for the other alternatives (i.e., 1 to 5, 5 to 15 years, and
more than 15 years). However, implementation of Alternative 6 would be different from the
bus alternatives since BART implementation would be capital-intensive and not conducive to
phased implementation whereas implementation of bus improvements could be done
incrementally and as funding becomes available. For bus systems, operational and/or capital
improvements could be implemented incrementally enhancing existing bus service. In other
words, bus patrons could ride the bus while the system is being upgraded, whether it be
operations (e.g., an increase in frequency) or capital improvements (e.g., the installation of
transit-priority features like queue jumps or bus-only lanes). Rail systems, like BART, on the
other hand, must be fully built and tested before they become operational. This means that the
tracks must be laid, systems (e.g., train control, communications) integrated, platforms built,
and access (e.g., sidewalks, elevators, escalators) to and from the station provided, and a
multitude of other supporting infrastructure provided before it can be opened to the public.
Steps can be taken to incrementally work toward the ultimate implementation of a BART rail
extension.

6.5.1 Short-term (1-5 years)
During the first five years of project development for a BART extension, a program-level or Tier
1 Environmental Impact Report (EIR) could be prepared and certified, which can be done in
conjunction with conceptual engineering design. A program-level EIR would broadly review
potential environmental effects and benefits of BART service and operations in West County, as
well as the Richmond Parkway and Rumrill Boulevard alignments. This could support the
selection of a single BART alignment and enable early ROW preservation. Initial identification of
funding sources could be explored and evaluated in the program-level EIR, including
preliminary discussions with the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). If federal funding is
sought, then an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to comply with federal environmental
standards would also be required. Conceptual design, at a 15 percent to 35 percent level, could
be completed at a level to allow an environmental impact assessment to be done.
Initial examination of ROW needed along the alignments could begin. This work would lay the
foundation for activities needed for ROW acquisition, which could include negotiations with
property owners, relocation services, and development of agreements and contracts.
Funding for the various phases of the project would need to be identified. Funding sources at
initial stages, such as at planning and environmental review, may be provided by local entities.
For later stages, funding may come from a combination of local, regional, state, and federal
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sources, with competition for funding increasing at each successive level. For construction,
federal sources (such as FTA New Starts money, which is competitive) are often looked to
provide money, using local and regional funds to leverage federal dollars. The study team will
identify and discuss potential funding sources in a subsequent task.

6.5.2 Medium-term (5-15 years)
A project-level or Tier 2 EIR, and EIS if federal
dollars are used, would need to be prepared
and certified prior to project adoption and
implementation. This type of environmental
review documentation evaluates the specific
features of the proposed alignments more
closely (e.g., project footprint, design details,
and other attributes and their impacts on
both built and human environment). This
more detailed environmental review (i.e.,
project level) could build off of the work that
was completed for the program-level EIR in
the previous phase.

What are Tier 1 and Tier 2
environmental documents?
A Tier 1 environmental document would evaluate the
broad impacts of a BART extension in West Contra
Costa County – for example, the benefits and impacts
of potential alignments for BART service extension
from Richmond to Hercules. This type of
environmental document is considered programlevel.
A Tier 2 environmental document would evaluate in
greater detail the impacts of a specific project or
BART alignment evaluated in the Tier 1 document.
This type of environmental document is considered
project-level.

Conceptual or preliminary engineering design is usually completed along with the
environmental review process to help assess project benefits and impacts along with any
mitigation needs. This level of engineering includes more detailed design of the track
alignment, station layout, and other studies, which can be used for this stage of the
environmental review. For example, the engineering surveys completed as part of preliminary
engineering would help inform the soils/geology sections of the project-level EIR/EIS.

6.5.3 Long-term (15+ years)
Following preparation of environmental documents and adoption of the project, final design
completes the proposed project’s construction plans, specifications, and cost estimates. Initial
implementation of a BART extension could include full build-out to the Hercules Transit Center,
with intermediate stations built at later stages (e.g., when land uses intensify). For example, for
the Rumrill Boulevard alignment, initial service could include operations from the Richmond
BART station directly to the Hercules Transit Center. The stations at Contra Costa College and
Richmond Parkway Transit Center could be completed at a later time. Another approach is to
incrementally extend BART service to the north.
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This longer time horizon for BART implementation considers the potential for demographic
changes in the study area over time. As these changes occur, improvements to bus service can
be introduced to build the transit ridership base. The longer time frame for introduction of
BART service allows intensification of the surrounding land uses and transit-oriented
development to support the more intensive investment required for rail service.
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West Contra Costa High-Capacity Transit Study

7 SUMMARY
This technical memorandum presents the refinement of the five HCT alternatives that WCCTAC
Board selected for additional study. These alternatives include express bus, BRT, commuter rail,
and BART modes. For Alternative 1: Express Bus , additional detail was provided for operational
enhancements and transit-supportive facilities, including expanded operations to Alameda
County and direct access improvements at two existing transit centers and a potential express
bus-BRT transit center. The two BRT alternatives, Alternatives 2 and 3, included progressive
implementation of bus-priority treatments, including those associated with Rapid Bus service
(e.g., transit signal priority, queue jumps) and those related to full-fledged BRT service (e.g.,
level boarding, dedicated bus lanes). Analysis of Alternative 4: UPRR Commuter Rail focused on
providing fare subsidies for existing Amtrak/Capitol Corridor service to and from select origins
and destinations and on efforts to complete the Hercules Intermodal Transit Center.
Refinement of Alternative 6: BART Extension examined two potential alignments that would
extend north from the Richmond station and operate to the Hercules Transit Center – either via
Richmond Parkway or via Rumrill Boulevard – with various intermediate stations.
The work presented in this study provides preliminary descriptions of potential transit
investments in the study area for the future. Additional design detail of these concepts be
developed at subsequent stages of project development.

8 NEXT STEPS
The alternatives advanced for further study by the WCCTAC Board have been further refined in
this task, by providing more specific alignments and types of improvements for each
alternative. The next steps will include modeling of potential transit ridership for the narrowed
alternatives; refinement of preliminary cost estimates; identification of potential funding
options along with a financial strategy; and a second level screening of the alternatives based
on the information that emerges from these analyses to determine which options may warrant
being carried forward. Ultimately it will be the decision of WCCTAC Board to consider the
results of this study and decide which alternatives, if any, it wishes to pursue further.

Alternatives Refinement
November 2016
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West County High-Capacity Transit Study
Round 2 Survey Questions – DRAFT, December 1, 2016
Survey platform:

SurveyMonkey

Target audience:

Existing and potential future transit users in West County

Communications channels:

The survey will be hosted on SurveyMonkey. It is expected to be open
from February 14 (approximately one week in advance of the first
Council meeting in Pinole on February 21) to March 28. It will be linked
to from WestCountyTransitStudy.com and from the exhibit board that
will be on display at public locations. The website link will be included in
the notification content, which will be distributed in multiple formats,
including eblasts by the partner agencies, about 3 weeks in advance of
February 14.

Survey purpose:

Increase awareness of High-Capacity Transit Study
Increase public understanding of High-Capacity Transit service and
trade-offs (by educating public on spectrum of cost and implementation
times)
Obtain public input on preliminary alternatives
Obtain public input on priorities for funding and implementation, given
trade-offs
Encourage survey completion by ensuring all questions directly and
substantively further the above-outlined objectives and otherwise
making the survey as short as possible

Incentives:

Survey participants are eligible for a drawing to win one of four Clipper
cards with $15 each loaded on them. 511ContraCosta donated the
Clipper cards.
The bottom of each screen will include an indication of how much of the
survey the participant has completed and what remains to be done.
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Screen 1 / Survey Introduction
The I-80 corridor in West County is one of the most congested corridors in the Bay Area. BART is near
capacity, especially during commute hours. Add to this, projections that West County’s population is
expected to grow 29 percent by 2040. Better transit options could provide West County residents with
convenient, reliable, and faster access to destinations throughout the Bay Area. WCCTAC (West County
Transportation Advisory Committee) is looking at new transit options.

Photo: San Francisco Chronicle

Photo: ABCnews.com

Help us find transit solutions. We’ll present a few new transit options, ranging from express buses to
BART. We’re not selling anything; we just want to learn about how you get around and what you think
about these ideas.
We’ve got 19 questions and that includes the super-quick demographic ones. We’ve time-tested this
survey, and it should take you 10 to 15 minutes to finish. After you’ve completed it, you can enter a
drawing to win one of four Clipper cards with $15 each loaded on them.
First, we’d like to know a little bit about you and your typical travel.
1. Where does your trip to work or school usually START?
a. Albany / Berkeley / Emeryville / Oakland
b. Crockett / Rodeo
c. El Cerrito
d. El Sobrante
e. Hercules
f. Marin County
g. Martinez / Concord / Walnut Creek / Pleasant Hill / Pittsburgh
h. Pinole
i. Richmond
j. San Pablo
k. San Francisco
l. Vallejo / Fairfield / Benicia
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m. Other (please specify a city or location: __________________)
2. Where does your trip to work or school usually END?
a. Downtown Berkeley
b. West Berkeley
c. Downtown Oakland
d. El Cerrito
e. Emeryville
f. Marin County
g. Martinez
h. Pinole
i. Richmond
j. Downtown San Francisco
k. San Pablo
l. Walnut Creek
m. Other (please specify a city or location: __________________)
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Screen 2 / Express Bus Service on I-80

Photo: Lynx Bus
Express Bus service makes a few stops to pick up passengers and then travels non-stop to its final
destination.
The Express Bus alternative would offer new service between the Hercules Transit Center and Berkeley,
Emeryville, and Oakland, where our research shows there’s a strong interest in transit, but there’s
currently no direct service. On its way, the Express Bus would stop at the Richmond Parkway Transit
Center and at a potential new transit center near Macdonald Avenue and San Pablo Avenue in
Richmond. Buses would arrive every 10 to 12 minutes during commute hours and every 30 minutes
outside of commute hours. There would also be new direct access to carpool lanes so buses can bypass
congestion.
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Express Bus Service: Potential route and stops
Timeline:
1 - 5 years:

 Add more buses and new service to Berkeley, Emeryville, and Oakland
 Add bus priority improvements (such as signals and “queue jumps” to let buses move
through intersections more quickly)

5 - 15 years:

 Add parking at Richmond Parkway and Hercules Transit Centers

15 years+:

 Build freeway ramp improvements at these transit centers so buses can get on/off
freeway faster
 Build a transit center at Macdonald Avenue and I-80 so riders can transfer between
Express Buses and Bus Rapid Transit service.

3. Given your transportation needs, would you use this Express Bus service?
a. Yes
b. No
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Screen 3 / Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on San Pablo Avenue and Macdonald
Avenue

Photo: EmX BRT, Eugene, OR
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a specialized service that lets buses move through congested streets more
quickly. It gives priority to buses at traffic signals, can include bus-only lanes, and makes it faster for
passengers to get on and off buses. Other improvements can include sidewalk extensions or more visible
sidewalks for pedestrian safety. Changes can be made quickly and customized to local needs, so riders
get benefits sooner.
This alternative includes two branches of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service that would run on San Pablo
Avenue between El Cerrito and Hercules and on Macdonald Avenue between Point Richmond and El
Cerrito. Both of these routes also include service to San Pablo and Pinole.
The service is similar to the existing AC Transit Route 72R and is consistent with AC Transit’s future plans
for San Pablo Avenue in Alameda County. Traffic signal upgrades give these buses a green light to let
them move through intersections more quickly. Installing bus-only lanes at key locations make buses
more reliable. These buses would operate more frequently  every 10 minutes throughout the day.
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BRT on San Pablo and Macdonald Avenues: Potential route
Timeline:
1 - 5 years:

 Add bus priority treatments (such as signals and “queue jumps” to let buses move
through intersections more quickly)
 Extend Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) improvements to Richmond Parkway Transit Center
 Build bus-only lanes in limited locations

5 - 15 years:

 Continue to build bus-only lanes and add more bus priority treatments;
 Extend Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) improvements to Hercules Transit Center

5 -15 years:

 Build transfer station for Express Bus-Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service at Macdonald
Avenue and I-80
 Extend Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) improvements to new Hercules Intermodal Transit
Center

##
4. Given your transportation needs, would you use Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service on San Pablo
Avenue and/or Macdonald Avenue?
a. Yes
b. No
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Screen 4 / Bus Rapid Transit on 23rd Street

Photo: HealthLine BRT, Cleveland, OH
This alternative would provide Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service on 23rd Street in Richmond to Contra
Costa College and Hercules via San Pablo Avenue. This alternative would connect the new Richmond
ferry service and the UC Berkeley field station with the Richmond BART station, Contra Costa College,
Hilltop Mall, Pinole, and the Hercules Transit Center. Buses would arrive every 10 minutes throughout
the day, with service to the ferry terminal during commute hours.
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Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on 23rd Street and San Pablo Avenue: Potential route
Timeline:
1 - 5 years:

 Add bus priority treatments (such as signals and “queue jumps” to let buses move
through intersections more quickly)
 Build bus-only lanes in limited locations

5 - 15 years:

 Continue to build bus-only lanes and add more bus priority treatments;

5 -15 years:

 Build bus-only lanes between 23rd Street and Richmond Parkway Transit Center

##
5. Given your transportation needs, would you use this Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service on 23rd
Street and San Pablo Avenue?
a. Yes
b. No
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Screen 5 / BART Extension from Richmond Station to Hercules

BART provides faster travel time because it runs on its own track, but it is expensive to build and would
take a long time to implement. Passengers also get more direct access to Alameda, San Francisco, San
Mateo, and soon Santa Clara Counties.
This BART alternative would extend the service from the Richmond station to a new station near the I-80
and Hwy. 4 interchange in Hercules. There are two potential routes, each with the possibility of one to
two stations in between. Potential station locations include: Contra Costa College, Hilltop Mall,
Richmond Parkway Transit Center and Appian Way. For one of the routes a station at Contra Costa
College would not be possible.
Timeline:
1 - 15 years:

 Conduct preliminary engineering design and environmental review to select
alignment and potential station locations
 With environmental clearance, early right-of-way acquisition can occur

15 - 25+ years:  Conduct final design and construction
##
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Potential BART extension and stations for Route Option 1

This map shows stations at Contra Costa College and the Richmond Parkway Transit Center. However,
this option could allow for BART stations at Hilltop Mall and Appian Way. In total, only one to two
stations between the existing Richmond BART station and Hercules would likely be built.
6. Given this information, would you use the BART extension shown above in orange?
a. Yes
b. No
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Potential BART extension and stations for Route Option 2

This map shows BART stations at Hilltop Mall and Appian Way. However, this option could allow for a
BART station at Richmond Parkway Transit Center. In total, only one to two stations between the
existing Richmond BART station and Hercules would likely be built.
Route Option 2 reduces the potential impacts in San Pablo but would not allow for a BART station at
Contra Costa College.
7. Given this information, would you prefer Route Option 2 to Route Option 1?
a. Yes
b. No
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Screen 6 / Reduced Fares on Capitol Corridor

Photo: Capitol Corridor
Commuter rail offers transit between downtowns/city centers and areas outside of these cities, such as
suburbs or other locations that draw large numbers of daily commuters. Because the trains run on their
own track, they by-pass congested roads making for a potentially quicker trip. Capitol Corridor provides
commuter rail service between San Jose and Sacramento, with stops in Richmond and Martinez in
Contra Costa County. It also stops in West Berkeley, Emeryville and Jack London Square.
8. The study is considering a subsidy of 50 to 75 percent for Capitol Corridor trips involving West
County. For example, one-way travel from Richmond to Martinez could be reduced from $12.00
to $6.00 with a 50 percent subsidy or from $12.00 to $3.00 with a 75 percent subsidy.
With this type of potential fare subsidy and either the existing train station in Richmond or a
new Capitol Corridor station in Hercules, would you use Capitol Corridor for your travel needs?
a. Yes
b. No
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Screen 7 / All Options
9. Given the information provided above, which option(s) do you think West County should
pursue? Check all that apply.
a. Express Bus Service on I-80 to Berkeley, Emeryville and Oakland
b. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on San Pablo Avenue (El Cerrito to Hercules) and Macdonald
Avenue (Point Richmond to El Cerrito)
c. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on 23rd Street and San Pablo Avenue
d. BART Extension from Richmond Station to Hercules
e. Reduced Fares on Capitol Corridor for trips involving West County
f. None of the above

Screen 8 / Priorities and Trade-Offs
You’re almost done! Lastly, we’d like to know a little bit about your priorities and trade-offs.
Big changes in transportation take time and money. Service improvements require making choices that
balance the trade-offs between various options. The chart below shows (1) how long the improvements
presented above may take to build and (2) cost estimates to build them.
Let us know how you would prioritize transit improvements.

10. Given these estimated costs and timelines, which options best fits your transportation needs?
Check all that apply.
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a. Express Bus Service on I-80 to Berkeley, Emeryville and Oakland
b. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on San Pablo Avenue (El Cerrito to Hercules) and Macdonald
Avenue (Point Richmond to El Cerrito)
c. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on 23rd Street and San Pablo Avenue
d. BART Extension from Richmond Station to Hercules
e. Reduced Fares on Capitol Corridor

Screen 9 / Priorities and Trade-Offs
11. If you were in charge of the budget, what percentage of funds would you allot to improve transit
today while also working to advance long-term transit improvements?
Enter a numerical value in each box. All values must add up to 100%.
a. Increase Express Bus frequency to San Francisco : ____%
b. Provide Express Bus service to Berkeley, Emeryville and Oakland: ____%
c. Provide traffic signal changes and other improvements to help buses move faster and
more reliably: ____%
d. Improve access to bus service (e.g., add more park-and-ride garages or transit centers):
____%
e. Provide subsidies on Capitol Corridor for West County travelers: ____%
f. Continue to pursue a BART extension from Richmond station: ____%

Screen 10 / Priorities and Trade-Offs
12. Based on everything you have read, how would you rank the transit options that West County is
considering? (Rank from 1-5 with 1 as your highest preference)
a. Express Bus Service to Berkeley, Emeryville and Oakland
b. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on San Pablo Avenue (El Cerrito to Hercules) and on Macdonald
Avenue (Pt. Richmond to El Cerrito)
c. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on 23rd Street in Richmond to Hercules via San Pablo Ave.
d. BART Extension from Richmond Station to Hercules
e. Reduced Fares on Capitol Corridor
f. None of these.
13. What is the reason for your #1 selection? (Check all that apply)
a. Offers me a way to get to my primary destination without driving
b. Improves my travel time
c. Decreases the number of cars on the road
d. Allows me to easily make short-distance trips
e. Allows me to easily make regional trips
f. Enhances transit services I already use
g. Connects to transit services I already use or would use with better connections
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h.
i.
j.
k.

Connects to future planned transit services I am interested in
Is sensitive to the environment or future environmental considerations
Can be built in a reasonable timeframe
Other (please specify)

14. Do you have any other suggestions for improving your commute in West County?
a. Open-ended

Screen 11 / Concluding Questions
Lastly, we’d like to know a little more about you.
15. What is your age?
a. Younger than 18
b. 18 - 24
c. 25 - 34
d. 35 - 54
e. 55 - 64
f. 65 - 74
g. 75 or older
h. I prefer not to answer
16. How do you identify? (Check all that apply.)
a. African American/Black
b. Asian or Pacific Islander
c. Hispanic/Latino
d. White, not Hispanic/Latino
e. Other
f. I prefer not to answer
17. What is your annual household income?
a. $0 - $24,999
b. $25,000 - $49,999
c. $50,000 - $74,999
d. $75,000 - $99,999
e. $100,000 - $124,999
f. $125,000 - $149,999
g. $150,000 or more
h. I prefer not to answer
18. How did you hear about this survey?
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Screen 12 / Other
Thank you for your time!
19. Are you interested in staying informed about the study and/or entering a drawing to win one of
four Clipper cards with $15 each loaded on them?
If so, please enter your email address and check the appropriate boxes below:
Email Address: ____________________
□ Yes, keep me informed about the study.
□ Yes, enter me in a drawing for a Clipper card.
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El Cerrito

Hercules

Pinole

November 7, 2016
Mr. Randell Iwasaki, Executive Director
Contra Costa Transportation Authority
2999 Oak Road, Suite 100
Walnut Creek CA 94597
RE: WCCTAC Board Meeting Summary
Dear Randy:

Richmond

The WCCTAC Board, at its meeting on October 28, 2016, took the following
actions that may be of interest to CCTA:
1. Approved the 2017 WCCTAC Board and TAC Meeting Calendar.

San Pablo

2. Approved an amendment to WCCTAC’s General Fund Reserve Policy.
3. Approved updates to the WCCTAC Personnel Policies Manual.

Contra Costa
County

AC Transit

BART

WestCAT

4. Approved the Release of a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a Subregional
Transportation Mitigation Program (STMP) Update to the Nexus Study
and Strategic Plan.
5. Adopted Resolution #2016-05 to allow staff to sign a contract with Nelson
Nygaard in the amount of $75,000 to provide consulting services for an
Accessible Transportation Study.
6. Approved scoring criteria for Measure J TLC and OBAG 2 Safe Routes to
School grant applications, which will be reviwed by the WCCTAC TAC.
7. Heard a presentation from Counsel, Kris Kokotaylo, clarifying
amendments made to the WCCTAC Rules and Procedures, adopted in
September 2016.
8. Heard a presentation by staff on the West County High Capacity Transit
Study regarding Ridership Modeling and Online Survey Development. The
Board directed staff to include the modeling of a long-range alternative
that only considers express bus and BRT, but not BART.
12a-1

9. Heard an update on the Hercules Regional Intermodal Transit Center (RITC)
from the Hercules Public Works Director, Mike Roberts.
Please let me know if you have any follow-up questions.
Sincerely,

John Nemeth
Executive Director
cc: Tarienne Grover, CCTA; John Cunningham, TRANSPAC; Jamar Stamps,
TRANSPLAN; Lisa Bobadilla, SWAT
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ACRONYM LIST. Below are acronyms frequently utilized in WCCTAC communications.

ABAG: Association of Bay Area Governments
ACCMA: Alameda Country Congestion Management Agency (now the ACTC)
ACTC: Alameda County Transportation Commission (formerly ACCMA)
ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act
APC: Administration and Projects Committee (CCTA)
ATP: Active Transportation Program
BAAQMD: Bay Area Air Quality Management District
BATA: Bay Area Toll Authority
BCDC: Bay Conservation and Development Commission
Caltrans: California Department of Transportation
CCTA: Contra Costa Transportation Authority
CEQA: California Environmental Quality Act
CMAs: Congestion Management Agencies
CMAQ: Congestion Management and Air Quality
CMIA: Corridor Mobility Improvement Account (Prop 1B bond fund)
CMP: Congestion Management Program
CTP: Contra Costa Countywide Comprehensive Transportation Plan
CSMP: Corridor System Management Plan
CTC: California Transportation Commission
CTPL: Comprehensive Transportation Project List
DEIR: Draft Environmental Impact Report
EBRPD: East Bay Regional Park District
EIR: Environmental Impact Report
EIS: Environmental Impact Statement
EVP: Emergency Vehicle Preemption (traffic signals)
FHWA: Federal Highway Administration
FTA: Federal Transit Administration
FY: Fiscal Year
HOV: High Occupancy Vehicle Lane
ICM: Integrated Corridor Mobility
ITC or HITC: Hercules Intermodal Transit Center
ITS: Intelligent Transportations System
LOS: Level of Service (traffic)
MOU: Memorandum of Understanding
MPO: Metropolitan Planning Organization
MTC: Metropolitan Transportation Commission
MTSO: Multi-Modal Transportation Service Objective
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act
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O&M: Operations and Maintenance
OBAG: One Bay Area Grant
PAC: Policy Advisory Committee
PBTF- Pedestrian, Bicycle and Trail Facilities
PC: Planning Committee (CCTA)
PDA: Priority Development Areas
PSR: Project Study Report (Caltrans)
RHNA: Regional Housing Needs Allocation (ABAG)
RPTC: Richmond Parkway Transit Center
RTIP: Regional Transportation Improvement Program
RTP: Regional Transportation Plan
RTPC: Regional Transportation Planning Committee
SCS: Sustainable Communities Strategy
SHPO: State Historic and Preservation Officer
SOV: Single Occupant Vehicle
STA: State Transit Assistance
STARS: Sustainable Transportation Analysis & Rating System
STIP: State Transportation Improvement Program
SWAT: Regional Transportation Planning Committee for Southwest County
TAC: Technical Advisory Committee
TCC: Technical Coordinating Committee (CCTA)
TDA: Transit Development Act funds
TDM: Transportation Demand Management
TFCA: Transportation Fund for Clean Air
TEP: Transportation Expenditure Plan
TLC: Transportation for Livable Communities
TOD: Transit Oriented Development
TRANSPAC: Regional Transportation Planning Committee for Central County
TRANSPLAN: Regional Transportation Planning Committee for East County
TSP: Transit Signal Priority (traffic signals and buses)
VMT: Vehicle Miles Traveled
WCCTAC: West County Costa Transportation Advisory Committee
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